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The openness and extensibility of Android have made it a popular platform for mobile devices and a strong
candidate to drive the Internet-of-Things. Unfortunately, these properties also leave Android vulnerable,
attracting attacks for profit or fun. To mitigate these threats, numerous issue-specific solutions have been
proposed. With the increasing number and complexity of security problems and solutions, we believe this is
the right moment to step back and systematically re-evaluate the Android security architecture and security
practices in the ecosystem. We organize the most recent security research on the Android platform into two
categories: the software stack and the ecosystem. For each category, we provide a comprehensive narrative
of the problem space, highlight the limitations of the proposed solutions, and identify open problems for
future research. Based on our collection of knowledge, we envision a blueprint for engineering a secure,
next-generation Android ecosystem.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Android security has been in the spotlight ever since the first Android-powered phone
debuted in October 2008. As Android grows into the most popular mobile operating system by global market share, Android-targeted attacks continue to rise in both number
and complexity [Svajcer 2014; Zhou and Jiang 2012].
At the same time, the demand for quality Android device security is increasing.
Security sensitive applications (apps) such as online shopping, mobile banking, and
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personal healthcare are gaining ever more popularity. Meanwhile, thanks to its openness and extensibility, Android is reaching further than smartphones, appearing in
smart TVs, car navigation systems, and home automation systems. As a result, it is
also considered one of the most promising platforms for the growing Internet-of-Things
ecosystem. Based on these facts, one can easily predict the future security landscape of
the Android arena: more valuable and more numerous targets for attackers, spawning
more powerful and sophisticated malware.
Motivated by the urgent need to prepare a secure Android platform, we believe
that now is the right moment to step back and systematically re-evaluate the Android
security architecture and the security practices in the ecosystem. In the past few years,
many issues were identified and a multitude of defensive techniques were proposed to
solve them. However, due to the scale and complexity of the Android ecosystem, each
research work generally focuses on only one particular problem. Lacking a holistic
blueprint to guide refinement of the overall ecosystem, we are motivated to analyze,
categorize, and evaluate proposed solutions and to shed light on a way to envision the
next-generation Android ecosystem.
In this article, we survey the Android related research and development efforts presented in top conferences and journals.1 Without a loss of generality, we themed the
survey with a focus on Android malware attacks and defenses, defining malware as any
hostile or intrusive instrument attackers might leverage to achieve their goals. Note
that malware can take practically any form, such as rootkit exploiting kernel vulnerabilities, malicious web domain abusing improper uses of Secure Sockets layer (SSL),
or simply repackaging of a popular Android app. Malware can achieve multiple goals,
including but not limited to intrusive advertising (adware) or privacy compromising
(spyware). Therefore, discussion around malware provides broad coverage on a variety
of Android security topics. Based on this insight, we organize this article based on two
key areas where the focus of offensive and defensive techniques lies on:
(1) Android software stack: where malware tries to exploit system weaknesses or
design errors to penetrate and execute intended actions. In this area, once malware
reaches a device, it could exploit vulnerabilities in Android OS to acquire root
privilege, or exploit flaws in the permission model to fool the system. It might
also abuse features such as dynamic code loading to mount the attack or use side
channels and covert channels.
(2) Android ecosystem: where malware tries to evade app review/detection, attract
downloads, or find alternative distribution channels to reach end users. In this
area, it is common to see an attacker imitate the appearance of a popular app or
even repackage it in order to trick naive users into installing his/her malicious app.
The malware might also use obfuscation techniques to hide its exploitive intent
and evade malware detection practices.
The rest of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 contains background knowledge on Android platform security architecture and security practices in the current
ecosystem: the necessary pieces in understanding the rest of this article. Sections 3–7
describe the offensive and defensive techniques on the Android software stack. Sections 8–11 describe the offensive and defensive techniques on the Android ecosystem.
In Section 12, we present our views on issues that the Android platform may face in the
near future. We also discuss how to prepare Android for the Internet-of-Things (IoT)
trend and demands for increased privacy. Based on these survey results, we explain our
envisioned landscape for the next-generation Android ecosystem in Section 13, where
antimalware techniques are deployed at every core participant’s side.
1 The

complete list of sources of surveyed papers are presented in Section A.
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Fig. 1. Overview of Android software stack in terms of security. Components introduced by OEMs are
shaded, and components for which researchers have previously identified vulnerabilities are marked with †.
Section 2.1 describes the details of each layer and component with pointers to the corresponding sections.

2. UNDERSTANDING ANDROID SECURITY

This section explains our views on current Android security architecture. We first
provide a comprehensive overview of its componentwise layered design, with a focus
on security-related components; then we discuss current security practices in the
Android ecosystem. This section also serves as an entry point to find corresponding
sections of interest.
2.1. Android Platform Security Architecture

In the layered architecture of Android platform, security of components at the upper
layer are built on those at the lower layers. In contrast to the legacy notion that Android security relies exclusively on the Android Open Source Project (AOSP) [Android
Developers 2016b], our proposed architecture in Figure 1 considers the larger ecosystem, including Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs), carriers, and Google. It
also sheds light on these entities’ roles and relations in constructing a secure Android
system.
2.1.1. Android Operating System. The Linux kernel is the foundation of the whole software stack. Android implements the application-level sandbox by leveraging Linux’s
Discretionary Access Control (DAC). By assigning a unique uid to each app, Android
isolates individual apps within a uid-based process boundary. Therefore, an app cannot
interact with other apps by default and can only access resources in its own sandbox
(e.g., own files). Similarly, each system resource (e.g., network, sound, etc.) is assigned a
unique gid: to grant an app access to a particular resource, the app’s uid is added to the
resource’s gid group. Although many Android apps are running in the Dalvik Virtual
Machine (VM), the VM does not provide additional sandboxing like the Java VM does,
so the only security boundary of an Android app is the DAC-based application sandbox.
Attacks at this layer mainly focus on breaking the DAC sandbox by exploiting particular kernel vulnerabilities, while defensive techniques focus on hardening the kernel
to either eliminate the vulnerability or reduce impact when exploits occur. Detailed
descriptions of attacks and defenses of this layer are discussed in Section 3.
2.1.2. Android Application Framework (AAF). Abstracted from the Linux DAC model, in
order to provide apps fine-grained accesses to resources (such as GPS or contacts),
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 49, No. 2, Article 38, Publication date: August 2016.
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Android implements its permission model at the AAF. To gain such permissions, the
developer first declares the resources required for his app; then, the user approves the
declared permissions upon app installation. Researchers have explored many security
issues with such a permission model and have proposed various new models to solve
them as discussed in Section 4.
Besides issues in the permission model, another common attack vector for Android
app isolation schemes are the use of side channels and covert channels. These attacks
and particularly their mitigations have not been studied thoroughly in Android; thus,
such attacks will be emerging threats for new platforms like the IoT. We study their
eligibility, potential threats, and possible mitigation in Section 5.
In addition to the permission model, AAF provides a rich set of features such as
dynamic code loading and accessibility. Unfortunately, retrofitting new features into
the existing Android security model often introduces vulnerabilities. We approach them
systematically in Section 6.
2.1.3. Application Layer. Android apps, whether pre-installed or user-installed, generally adhere to a modularized design to facilitate component reuse. An app must be
divided into Activities, Services, BroadcastReceivers, and ContentProviders, which are
held together by an AndroidManifest.xml file. The majority of app components communicate through Intent, the default Intercomponent Communication (ICC) channel, and
share their data with other apps using Content Provider, which can be queried in an
SQL-like way. App developers also have the freedom to build apps in native code and
enjoy the rich services provided by the Android framework, such as cryptography and
SD Card access. If, however, developers fail to utilize these services or adhere to the
aforementioned principles either by mistake or carelessness, they leave their apps and
users open to attack. A handful of studies have been done regarding this issue, as we
describe in Section 4 and Section 6.
2.1.4. Device Fragmentation. In Figure 1, components in gray boxes reflect the impact
of the fragmentation of Android devices. These components are sometimes highly customized by device distributors like OEMs and carriers. However, such customization
frequently introduces new security issues, as explained in Section 7.
2.2. Security Practices Across the Ecosystem

Compared to traditional desktop systems, mobile platforms like Android generally have
more diversified participants, which in turn brings new features into the ecosystem.
For example, one feature common in all the major mobile ecosystems is the app store
model, which has only recently started to emerge in desktop systems (e.g., Windows
10 and Mac OS). Such features bring both complications and opportunities to Android
platform security.
2.2.1. Core Participants. Out of the hundreds of stakeholders involved in the Android
ecosystem, we focus on four entities: users, developers, app stores, and the Open Handset Alliance (Google, OEMs, and carriers), since they are the core participants of the
Android ecosystem. The interactions between these participants are essentially flows
of software/apps and revenue. We visualize these interactions in Figure 2.
When an attacker (particularly, a malware writer) is considered in the ecosystem
(also shown in Figure 2), the interaction graph suggests two goals the ecosystem should
achieve: (1) preventing malware from reaching the end user and (2) preventing profit
from flowing to the attacker.
2.2.2. Malware Defense Practices. To achieve the goals in taming malware attacks, we
have identified the following practices that can be employed by different entities in
order to collectively make the ecosystem more secure.
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Fig. 2. Current security practices (shaded) in Android ecosystem, and interactions among core participating
entities.
Table I. Security Practices in the Current Android Ecosystem. We Categorize Our Approaches
in Terms of the Incentives Relationship in Figure 2
Description
Disincentivize attackers to

1 publish malware to trusted
app stores
Prevent malware from being
distributed from trusted app

2 stores
—Active malware detection
—Passive malware detection
Prevent malware from being

3 distributed from other
sources
Prevent intended benefits
flow to attacker

4 —The system is hardened
to mitigate exploitation of
unknown vulnerabilities

Category

Current Practices

Incentive elimination (Section 11)

Developer rewarding and
profit-sharing schemes

Malicious behavior detection
(Section 8)
Repackaging detection/prevention
(Section 9)
Sociological methods (Section 10)

Bouncer for Google Play
App rating and user
comments

Infection channel cut-off (Section 10)

N.A.

System hardening (Sections 3–7)

SEAndroid, capability
system Antimalware apps

—Malicious behavior detection: To detect the malicious behaviors of apps, Google
Play introduced Bouncer [Poeplau et al. 2014], a malware scanning service to detect
malicious in-store and prestore apps. Researchers have also explored a variety of
new techniques (Section 8) to this end.
—Repackaging detection and prevention: Taming app repackaging is crucial to
a successful and secure ecosystem, which has attracted much research in this area
(Section 9).
—Infection channel cut-off: Unlike the current open app distribution model that
allows app downloading from alternative stores, researchers have proposed to cut off
malware distribution from app stores and untrusted sources (Section 10).
—Incentive elimination: Android’s profit model involves sharing revenue between
developers and the app store (e.g., Google Play and Amazon App Store). Such a model
indirectly undermines illegal malware by suppressing malware writers’ incentives
(Section 11).
Table I shows how each practice might be adopted by the core participants described
in Figure 2.
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Table II. Past Vulnerabilities in the Android Platform

Nickname
asroot
exploid
RAtC
Zimperlich
KITNO
psneuter
GingerBreak
Zergrush
levitator
mempodroid
bin4ry
diaggetroot
FramaRoot
TowelRoot
GiefRoot
PingPongRoot

CVE or ID
2009-2692
2009-1185
2010-EASY
2010-EASY
2011-1149
2011-1149
2011-1823
2011-3874
2011-1350,1352
2012-0056
OSVDB 94059
2012-4220,4221
2013-2094
2013-6282
2014-3153
2014-4321,4322
2015-3636

Release (platform)
08/2009 (≤2.2)
07/2010 (≤2.1)
10/2010 (≤2.2)
12/2010 (≤2.2)
01/2011 (≤2.2)
01/2011 (≤2.2)
04/2011 (2.1-2.3.3)
10/2011 (2.2-2.3.6)
11/2011 (2.3-2.3.5)
01/2012 (4.0-4.0.4)
09/2012 (4.0-4.0.4)
11/2012 (2.3-4.2)
06/2013 (2.2-4.3)
04/2014 (2.x-4.x)
06/2014 (4.0-4.4)
12/2014 (4.0-4.4)
08/2015 (≥4.3)

Cause of Vulnerability
Null pointer dereference
Incorrect input validation
Incorrect error handling
Incorrect error handling
Incorrect sharing of resources
Incorrect sharing of resources
Incorrect input validation
Buffer overflow
Improper bound check
Improper permission check
Symlink attack
Integer overflow
Integer overflow
Missing checks
Use-after-free
Missing checks
Use-after-free

Vulnerable Component
Linux
Driver Daemon
socket
udev
adbd
zygote
init
init
vold
vold
PowerVR mem_write adbd
diagchar perf
get/put_user futex
camera
net
-

3. SYSTEM PRIVILEGE ESCALATION

Preventing users or high-level apps from acquiring system privilege (i.e., root privilege) is a primary security assumption on the Android platform. If this assumption
is broken, many fundamental protection mechanisms (e.g., the Android permission
model) cannot guarantee the security they intend, since these mechanisms are built
upon this assumption.
In this section, we describe attacks and defenses related to system privilege escalation on Android. Although this topic is well studied in traditional Linux-based systems,
these studies are not directly transferable to the Android domain due to the amount
of customization Android introduced to overcome various hardware restrictions in the
mobile environment, for example, limitations in memory, battery, and computing power,
as well as heterogeneity in hardware drivers. Therefore, unlike traditional Linux-based
systems, Android is unique in that high-level apps are running on top of not only Linux
Kernel but also Android customization, as illustrated in Figure 1. As such, this architectural design exposes wider attack surfaces than traditional Linux-based systems.
To clearly show where the current Android security stands against system privilege
escalation attacks, Table II illustrates various attacks against the Linux kernel,
customized drivers, or system daemon programs (Section 3.1), and further indicates
whether each attack can be stopped using state-of-the-art mitigation techniques
(Section 3.2). We also want to highlight one major behavioral difference between
Linux users and Android users: the latter, even inexperienced users, may intentionally
root their devices, making privilege escalation prevention even more complicated
(Section 3.3).
3.1. Vulnerabilities and Attack Surfaces

In general, all components of the Android OS layer can be targeted by system privilege
escalation attacks because they are running with system privileges and attackers
can gain desired system privilege by exploiting them. Specifically, the attack surfaces
include Android Linux Kernel and Android system components and can further be
classified, based on the source of vulnerabilities, as shown in the following.
3.1.1. Mainline Linux Kernel. Core operating system services of Android (e.g., scheduling,
mem_write, socket) are supported by the mainline Linux kernel. Thus, Android can
suffer from the vulnerabilities found in the mainline Linux Kernel related to these
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 49, No. 2, Article 38, Publication date: August 2016.
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services. For example, Mempodroid [Freeman 2012], inspired by its Linux counterpart
Mempodipper [Donenfeld 2012], exploits the same mem_write vulnerability to gain
root access in the Android kernel. TowerRoot [geohot 2014] abuses a recently found
vulnerability in the futex system call to root the various Android devices.
3.1.2. Native Daemons. Native daemons have always been an attractive target for
subverting the Android system, largely because most of them are run with system
privilege, and tend to contain legacy bugs from the low-level programming language
they are using. Many severe attacks against the native runtime have been reported:
RAtC [thesnkchrmr 2011] and Zimperlich [Sebastian 2011] acquire root privilege
with fork bombs to prevent adbd and zygote, respectively, from dropping root privilege; psneuter [Choong 2012] and KITNO [AVO 2011] abuse an implementation bug
in init to change the system settings to prevent adbd from dropping its root privilege; Zergrush [F-Secure 2011b] and GingerBreak [F-Secure 2011a] exploit vold; and
bin4ry [vuldb.com 2013] exploits the adbd daemon.
3.1.3. Third-Party Drivers. Android relies on hardware manufacturers to provide custom
drivers, many of which are close-sourced and are implemented with little concern for security. For example, levitator exploits bugs in the PowerVR SGX driver and diagroot
exploits bugs in the Qualcomm diagnostic driver to mount a privilege escalation attack.
3.2. Mitigation Techniques

Current mitigation techniques adopted by Android fall into two categories: (1) kernel
and native code hardening techniques that make it more difficult to compromise the
kernel, native libraries, and native runtime; and (2) SEAndroid, which confines the
capabilities of native daemons.
3.2.1. Hardening Kernel and Native Code. Kernel hardening techniques are designed to
make kernel vulnerabilities more difficult to exploit. Unfortunately, despite a large
amount of existing work, most kernel hardening techniques have not been adopted by
the Android kernel due to their ineffectiveness or performance overhead. The only documented adoptions to the Android kernel are dmesg_restrict and kptr_restrict that
prevent leaking kernel addresses. Samsung Knox provides Real-time Kernel Protection
to prevent malicious modification or injection to the kernel code [Azab et al. 2014], but
it is not available in the mainline Android kernel. Since native code (e.g., native libraries and native runtime of Android), is prone to memory corruption vulnerabilities,
a range of protection techniques have been employed to improve the system’s security: for example, eliminating vulnerabilities (safe_iop, format-security), preventing
control-flow hijacking (stack cookies, NX, ASLR, etc.), and restricting system’s policies
(e.g., restricting READ_LOGS access and defaulting umask to ∅77).
3.2.2. SEAndroid. Because the Android application sandbox is built upon Linux’s DAC,
exploiting any daemon with root privilege may compromise the security of the entire
system. To mitigate such threats, SEAndroid [Smalley and Craig 2013] (enabled in the
enforce mode from Android 5.0) was introduced to provide Mandatory Access Control
(MAC). By enforcing MAC, SEAndroid is able to (1) stop critical steps of exploits, such
as disallowing the creation of the NETLINK socket by user shells or apps; and (2) prevent
abuse of root privileges (e.g., setuid) even if the daemon is compromised, that is,
minimizing the damages caused by granting only minimum privileges needed by those
daemons. FlaskDroid [Bugiel et al. 2013] further extends SEAndroid by supplying it
with an efficient and flexible policy language that is tailored to the specifics of Android
middleware semantics. In addition, EASEAndroid [Wang et al. 2014a] introduces an
SEAndroid analytic platform to automatically analyze and refine SEAndroid policy.
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 49, No. 2, Article 38, Publication date: August 2016.
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When deploying mitigations for mobile devices, the trade-off between mitigation effectiveness and performance overhead is of particular concern. We observed that, likely
due to the unique resource constraints (e.g., battery and RAM) of the mobile environment, adoption of proposed mitigation techniques in the Android OS depends more on
the performance overhead incurred rather than soundness of the proposed techniques.
3.3. User Voluntary Rooting

Besides unintended attacks, rooting a device can also be a voluntary behavior from
users with various motivations, for example, removing OEM pre-installed apps, enabling tethering, or just for fun. To facilitate this demand, a variety of root providers
begin to offer root as a service (e.g., Root Genius [Team 2016]) and many convenient
one-click root methods operate by exploiting one or more vulnerabilities described
in Table II or even zero-day vulnerabilities. Such behaviors create more complications
for the Android ecosystem, such as (1) how to ensure the zero-day vulnerabilities are
not abused by malware writers [Zhang et al. 2015], (2) how to safely unroot the device
without leaving security loopholes, and (3) how to protect rooted devices, as rooting
breaks the Trust Computing Base (TCB) of many proposed solutions for addressing
higher level security issues in Section 4, as shown in Zhang et al. [2014b].
These questions are largely unaddressed, as rootkit users are assumed to take full
responsibility of the consequences. However, this assumption may not hold. According
to Ludwig [2013], 494 nonmalicious rootkits are installed per million installs from
Google Play, whose users are unlikely to have sufficient security awareness to mitigate
potential security threats introduced by rooting. Moreover, certain OEMs provide users
with customizable bootloaders to ease the burden of loading customized kernels [HTC
Corporation 2016], allowing more rooted Android devices. Both of them indicate that
protecting rooted devices is a pressing research problem. Shao et al. [2014a] proposes
a kernel hooking approach to mediate the su requests. Whenever an app issues a
privileged request, that is, a system call, it is first captured by RootGuard, which then
checks against its policy database to determine whether the request should be allowed
or denied. To the best of our knowledge, at the time of writing, this is the only work that
targets protecting rooted Android phones and we believe more research should follow.
3.4. Open Problems

We have observed the following open issues and emerging trends over these years in
Android system privilege escalation prevention.
3.4.1. Performance Optimization for Hardening Techniques. Due to the long cycle of security
updates in the Android ecosystem, exploit mitigation techniques are critical to ensure
a robust TCB. Several open source projects are available to further harden the Linux
kernel, such as grsecurity [Open Source Security, Inc. 2016]; however, porting them
to Android may face a major obstacle—performance overhead—which is particularly
sensitive for mobile devices due to their limited computation power and battery.
3.4.2. New Hardware Security Features. Besides porting existing hardening techniques to
the Android kernel, introducing new hardware features can be an alternative approach.
Given the openness of mobile device configuration and OEMs’ incentive for differentiation, it is promising to search for new mobile hardware features that could boost the
security in Android OS. For example, ARM TrustZone establishes and isolates a secure
and nonsecure world with hardware support. Security-critical services can be designed
to run only in the secure world, while normal services run in the nonsecure world. As
shown in TrustZone-based Real-time Kernel Protection (TZ-RKP) [Azab et al. 2014],
the entire (TCB of the Android OS can be protected with this hardware feature.
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3.4.3. Control Flow Integrity Guarantee. Control Flow Integrity (CFI) [Abadi et al. 2005;
Davi et al. 2012] is a strong technique for preventing the increasingly sophisticated
control flow hijacking attacks. In essence, a CFI policy requires that program execution
must follow a predetermined Control Flow Graph (CFG), which is generally statically
determined by analyzing the program source code or binary files. Unfortunately, a
critical issue with CFI is that the statically computed CFG is usually too conservative
and allows too many targets. This fundamental issue has been exploited to bypass CFI
protections [Davi et al. 2014; Goktas et al. 2014].
A better approach is to protect the integrity of data or pointers that have an impact
on the program control flow, for example, code pointers [Kuznetsov et al. 2014]. Another
problem indicated in Table II is that many system privilege escalation attacks do not
rely on control flow hijacks at all. Instead, they use data-only attacks [Chen et al. 2005].
We expect to see more efforts toward preventing such attacks.
3.4.4. Logic Bugs. As seen in Table II, logic bugs, such as incorrect input validation,
symlink attack, and incorrect error handling, are the main vulnerabilities exploited for
rooting. However, general detections or defenses against these bugs are still missing.
To combat them, more efforts are expected to both abstract these bugs, and propose
general protections.
3.4.5. Adoption of Capability System. A capability system can effectively restrict daemons’ capabilities. Specifically, it can allow daemon programs to start with requested
privileges and later drop privileges when no longer needed. A prominent example is
seccomp-bpf, a long developed mainline Linux sandboxing facility with high efficiency,
which is also widely used in practice. Some Android communities are experimenting on
porting seccomp-bpf to Android, which can be tracked in Chromium Dev Community
[2012]. In many cases, a capability system can be considered as a lightweight framework for SELinux with a focus on practicality and performance. However, SELinux has
finer granularity and more mechanisms for monitoring and mediating access controls.
3.4.6. Policy-Agnostic Security Infrastructure. The industry is adopting policy-based approaches to harden Android. For example, people are tuning the SEAndroid policies to
provide better protections. In the meantime, the academic community is having second
thoughts about policy-based solutions such as SEAndroid [Backes et al. 2014; Heuser
et al. 2014]. They argue that hard-wiring a specific security model into Android not
only impairs its practicality and maintainability in a fragmented environment, but
also precludes many other security extensions. As an alternative, they propose to hook
throughout the Android OS and build security APIs on top of the hooks, which can
be further leveraged to generate various security extensions discussed in Section 3.2
and Section 4. The performance and practicality of these approaches is yet to be tested
in industry.
4. PERMISSION MODEL

On top of the application sandbox is the Android permission model, which is directly
exposed to developers and users as a mechanism for mediating apps’ accesses to system
resources. This section discusses issues in the Android permission model and proposed
solutions for mitigating these problems (Table III).
4.1. Issues

4.1.1. Incorrect Assignment. Under the current permission model, developers are responsible for claiming permissions for their apps. Since most developers are securityunaware, they are likely to overclaim permissions in order to ensure a smooth user
experience, that is, an app runs well in all situations, and hence, ignoring the Principle
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Table III. Summary of Previous Work on Improving the Android Permission Model. 
1 –
6 Corresponds to the Six
Categories of Solutions Discussed in Section 4.2
Type

1


2

Solution
Stowaway
PScout
WHYPER
AutoCog
Apex
CRePE
AppFence


3


4


5

Constroid
Dr. Android
Aurasium
AdDroid
AdSplit
LayerCake
Compac
FlexDroid
IPC
Inspection
SORBET
XManDroid
Quire


6

Saint
Aquifer
Jia et al.
Maxoid

Description
Extract permission-to-API map through API testing.
Extract permission-to-API map from Android source
code.
Ensure description-to-permission fidelity.
Ensure description-to-permission fidelity.
Intercept sensitive API calls and filter against
predefined policies.
Intercept sensitive API calls and filter against
predefined policies.
Supply sensitive API calls with mock data/reject
network transmission.
Data-centric access control by policies.
Sensitive API drop-in replacement.
In-app libc interposition.
Run advertisements as system services.
Split ad library and app into separate processes.
Provide in-app privilege separation through process.
Provide component-level permission assignment.
Provide in-app privilege separation through call stack
tracing
Permission check across the whole API access call
chain.
Permission check across the whole API access call
chain.
Permission check across the whole API access call
chain.
Permission check across the whole API access call
chain.
Allow developers to define policies on interface access.
Allow developers to attach policies on data shared.
Allow developers to attach policies on data shared.
Allow developers to attach policies on data shared.

Required Modification
App Installer, ICC Monitor
ICC Monitor
Dalvik VM, Resourec
Manager
ContentProvier, ICC Monitor
App Repackaging
App Repackaging
System Service, Libc
App Repackaging
View Object
ICC Monitor, Kernel
Kernel, Dalvik VM, Libc
ICC Monitor
ICC Monitor, Kernel
App Installer, ICC Monitor
ICC Monitor, Kernel
App Installer, ICC Monitor
ICC Monitor, Kernel
ICC Monitor, Kernel
ICC Monitor, Kernel

of Least Privilege (PoLP) [Felt et al. 2011b]. A previous work [Felt et al. 2011a] shows
that 35.8% out of 900 Android apps analyzed are overprivileged due to developers’
overclaiming. Multiple problems can arise from this incorrect assignment issue. For
example, once the app is exploited, the overclaimed permissions will be available to
attackers as well, making complex attacks easier. Overclaiming permissions without
corresponding functionalities will also result in higher risk ratings for the app when
being scrutinized by automatic detection tools such as Google Bouncer [Poeplau et al.
2014], which leads to longer review time or even app rejection.
4.1.2. Usability. Current Android permission model (prior to Android Marshmallow)
relies on users to grant permissions to apps but fails to provide enough flexibility to
users for addressing their own privacy requirements. Specifically, users have to either
grant all the requested permissions to an app or decline to install it at all. This causes
three problems: 1) Users have no choice but to grant redundant permissions in order to
use an app. For example, even if users think the INTERNET permission is not necessary
for a calculator app, they must grant this permission in order to install and use it.
2) Once the app is installed, it can abuse permissions without any restriction. For
example, an app may send an unlimited number of text messages as long as it is
granted the SEND_SMS permission. 3) There is no way to enforce runtime context-aware
policies. For example, users may want to enforce a policy that disallows all access
to personal identifiable data when the device is connected to public WiFi. Starting
from Android Marshmallow, and also found in customized versions of Android OS
like Cyanogenmod [CyanogenMod Team 2016] and Blackphone [Silent Circle 2016],
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the system supports runtime permissions toggling, resembling the approach taken by
iOS platform and partially solves these problems. Users have the flexibility to grant
and revoke dangerous permissions after app installation and app developers can also
prompt users for permission at runtime, all handled by the PackageManager service.
However, for backward compatibility, apps targeting previous platforms still follow the
current permission model by default. We anticipate that it will take one or two years
before the new permission model is widely adopted by developers, as was seen in the
transition from Android 2.X to Android 4.X [OpenSignal Inc. 2015].
4.1.3. Granularity. Researchers have argued that the Android permission model is
currently too coarse-grained to ensure that an app behaves exactly the same as
expected and agreed by users. For example, the INTERNET permission allows an app
to access any domain address. This gives malicious apps an opportunity to launch
attacks, for example, a malicious app that claims to offer Google Map service may talk
to maps.google.com in the foreground, and leak location information to an attacker’s
server in the background.
Additionally, the current permission model grants permissions to all components in
an app, despite the fact that they may come from various developers. This allows one
component to abuse permissions required by another component [Paul Pearce et al.
2012]. For example, an advertisement (Ad) library may abuse the VIBRATE permission that is actually needed by the main functional component. Likewise, the main
component can also abuse the LOCATION permission required by the Ad library.
4.1.4. Transitivity. The Android component model and the intent-based ICC allow apps
to expose services (e.g., read location and send SMS) or data (e.g., pictures, recording)
to other components or apps through legal interfaces. The design is intended to promote modularization and code re-use in app development; however, it also presents a
challenge on both developers and users.
Developers should write robust and secure interfaces that only accept intents from
apps with required permissions. Failure to do so results in confused deputy attack [Felt
et al. 2011c] where the deputy app fails to check whether the calling app has the
credentials to use their permission-protected interfaces. For users, permission transitivity makes it harder to foresee how an app might use permissions from other apps,
which enables collusion attack [Marforio et al. 2011] where two or more malicious apps
with distinct but limited permissions collaborate to effectively generate a joint set of
permissions.
4.1.5. Authority. The implied assumption in the current Android permission model
is that the end user is the final authority for making permission granting decisions.
However, researchers have began to challenge this assumption, that is, whether normal
users are capable of or care enough to determine which permissions are appropriate
for an app even if they are given sufficient flexibility in permission granting period.
A previous survey [Felt et al. 2012b] shows that only 3% of Internet survey and 24%
of laboratory study participants can successfully understand and grant permissions,
while as many as 42% of users are unaware of permissions at all.
4.2. Solutions

4.2.1. Permission Claim Check. To address the incorrect assignment problem, as Google
fails to provide clear mappings between permissions claiming and how claimed
permissions are actually being used, several tools are designed to fill the gap.
Stowaway [Felt et al. 2011a] utilizes the static analysis to determine the set of API
calls an app uses and then maps API calls to permissions. Permission over-claim can
be determined by comparing the permissions used with the permissions claimed in the
manifest file. Similarly, PScout [Au et al. 2012] applies static analysis to Android source
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code to construct the API call to permission mappings. The mappings can provide more
complete information than the existing Android’s permission system documentation.
In addition to finding mappings between API calls and permissions, WHYPER [Pandita
et al. 2013] and AutoCog [Qu et al. 2014], analyze the app description using natual language processing (NLP) techniques to automatically assess description-to-permission
fidelity. These two works intend to help both users and developers better understand
why an app needs specific permissions and check for permission over-claim.
4.2.2. Privacy/Context Awareness. Privacy/context-aware permission management enhances usability by ensuring a smooth user experience. Such mechanisms are usually realized in the form of policy enforcement. By hooking into the ICC monitor, it
is possible to intercept sensitive API calls and make decisions based on pre-defined
policies. Apex [Nauman et al. 2010] provides a modified app installer that allows a
user to selectively grant permissions to an app as well as limit the resource usage at
the install-time. CRePE [Conti et al. 2010] introduces a context-related policy enforcement system, which allows a user to define context-related policies at both install-time
and runtime. AppFence [Hornyack et al. 2011] achieves privacy control by allowing
a user to either replace private data with shadow data to prevent privacy misuse, or
reject transmission of on-device only data over the network. As the permission granting mechanism gets more complex, Felt et al. [2012a] propose a set of guidelines for
platform designers to decide the most appropriate permission-granting mechanism for
a sensitive API call.
4.2.3. Permission Decomposition. Coarse-grained permissions can be decomposed into
multiple fine-grained permissions to help enforce the PoLP. For example, INTERNET permission can be deconstructed into domain-based permission like INTERNET(google.com), which is already the practice of Chrome Apps and Extensions [Google
Inc. 2016b]. Constroid [Schreckling et al. 2012] modifies Android middleware to provide finer-grained data-centric access control policies on top of the Android permission
framework. Unlike implementations that require framework or system modification,
Aurasium [Xu et al. 2012] and Dr. Android & Mr. Hide [Jeon et al. 2012] perform
permission decomposition using app repackaging. Aurasium attaches user-level sandboxing and monitoring code to the repackaged app so that the finer-grained policy can
be enforced. For example, a user can define a network policy to allow or disallow the
connection to a specific IP address. Similarly, Dr. Android & Mr. Hide replaces the original permission system with Mr. Hide, an Android service that provides finer-grained
permissions, by app repackaging. In case if an application owns the INTERNET permission, Mr. Hide introduces a new permission InternetURL(d), which only grants access
to the domain d.
4.2.4. Assignment Decomposition. Recall that in the current permission model, once an
app has a permission, all of its components and libraries share the same privilege.
This problem is particularly obvious in the case of using advertisement libraries. Since
advertisement libraries are usually developed by third parties, it may be risky to allow
a third-party library to share the same set of permissions with the app. Tools like
Brahmastra [Bhoraskar et al. 2014] have found various cases of privacy violations in
third-party libraries.
To address this problem, several works [Paul Pearce et al. 2012; Roesner and Kohno
2013; Shekhar et al. 2012] propose assigning separate permissions to the in-app advertisement component. Compac [Wang et al. 2014b] further generalizes the idea by
proposing a component-level permission assignment approach, such that each in-app
component only gets the minimum set of permissions needed for preserving the app’s
functionalities. FlexDroid [Seo et al. 2016] achieves in-app privilege separation and
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empowers app developers with fine-grained access control for third-party libraries. It
relies on call stack traces collected at both Dalvik VM and native levels and is suitable
for sophisticated libraries.
4.2.5. ICC Tracing. ICC tracing aims to solve the transitivity issue. Solutions [Bugiel
et al. 2011, 2012; Dietz et al. 2012; Felt et al. 2011c] in this direction usually monitor
both sensitive API calls and ICC. By keeping track of the communication channels
between apps, an API call is blocked if any app in the call chain lacks the required
permission to access it. This is used to effectively tamper permission escalation attacks
including the confused deputy attack and the collusion attack.
Moreover, Saint [Ongtang et al. 2009] demonstrates that it is also possible to reinforce
the security check by allowing developers to define policies to protect exposed app
interfaces, for example, all conditions in the policy must be satisfied before another
app can access the interface.
4.2.6. Decentralized Information Flow Control. While ICC tracing only checks the permission before sensitive APIs are called, Aquifer [Nadkarni 2012] and Jia et al. [2013] aim
to enforce information flow integrity even after data leaves the app. Both works require
developers to tag policies on the data that flows into another app, and instrument the
system to enforce the policies. Similarly, Maxoid [Xu and Witchel 2015] modifies the
Android system to enforce information flow policies between apps, but it focuses on
secrecy and integrity for both the invoking app and the invoked app.
4.3. Open Problems

Despite the extensive research on improving the existing permission model, few solutions have been adopted in practice. We believe the following open issues contribute to
the low adoption rate:
4.3.1. Granularity v.s. Intuitiveness. Although finer granularity helps to enforce the PoLP,
the permission requester and granter might be over-burdened by the higher complexity. As a result, the more types of permissions are introduced, the less intuitive the
permission model becomes. User-driven access control [Roesner et al. 2012] provides
a new direction for permission model design which might fundamentally remove this
trade-off.
4.3.2. Permission Granting Authority. Another unaddressed problem in the permission
granting mechanism is whether users have the capability to make the right decisions.
To deal with this problem, one possible solution is to delegate permission granting to
the system or third-parties with expertise; while at the same time, the flexibility can be
kept for expert users to adjust permissions, much like the proposed work for a desktop
environment [Kushman and Katabi 2010].
5. SIDE CHANNELS AND COVERT CHANNELS

All operating systems are subject to side-channel attacks as well as information leakage
via covert channels, and Android is no exception. By legitimately observing the behavior
patterns of shared resources, an attacker is able to infer sensitive information (sidechannel) or use these patterns as a communication channel with another app (covert
channel), allowing him/her to bypass both the low-level application sandbox and highlevel permission model. Table IV summarizes the existing side-channel attacks and
mitigations along with their effectiveness and adoptability for Android.
5.1. Shared Hardware Resources

While sensors in smartphones enable valuable interactions, they can also be abused to
infer inputs such as passwords [Al-Haiqi et al. 2013;Aviv et al. 2013; Deshotels 2014;
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Table IV. Summary of Side-Channel Attacks. Hardware based Side-Channel Includes 2 Channels:
Accelerometer and The Emerging CPU Cache Targeting the Sensitive Inputs, Crypto Key and Kernel Addresses;
Most Mitigation Methods are Effective but Barely Adoptable in Android. The Exploit on /proc File System
Represents the Software based Side-Channel
Type
Channel
HW
Accelerometer
HW
HW

SW

Target
Screen taps, PIN

Attacks
Sensor based

Mitigation
Finer-grained permission
Reducing sampling frequency
CPU Cache
Crypto key
Crypto key recovery
Side-channel resistant crypto algorithm
Crypto co-processor w/ AES instruction
CPU Cache
Kernel address map
Breaking kernel ASLR Normalizing page fault handling time
Isolation of user and kernel cache use
Disabling high-precision timer (e.g., rdtsc)
/proc file system Illegal user data retrieval UI State inference
Access restriction to /proc file system
Adding indicator on sensitive screen page

Miluzzo et al. 2012; Schlegel et al. 2011; Xu et al. 2009]. Notably, the motion sensor that is mounted beneath the screen, is capable of sniffing users’ interactions with
the device by analyzing micro changes in device motion and positioning. For example,
TapPrints [Miluzzo et al. 2012] can infer the location of taps on touch screens and subsequently recover English characters. An attacker can use the accelerometer to track
the tilt of a mobile device, then he/she can recover PIN code of the lockscreen [Aviv et al.
2013]. Soundcomber [Schlegel et al. 2011] selectively records conversations that carry
sensitive information including credit card numbers, end then xtracts and transmits
the information to another application via either an overt or covert channel. A general problem in the reseach of hardware-based side channels is the lack of end-to-end
practical attack cases. For example, gaining knowledge about the victims’ PIN code or
lockscreen patterns are not likely to benefit attackers if they lack physical access to
victims’ devices. An even harder problem is how to infiltrate the phone first to mount
the appropriate sniffing malware and send out the recorded information. Corresponding mitigations are mainly to limit the sensor usages. For example, mitigations in Aviv
et al. [2013], Miluzzo et al. [2012], and Schlegel et al. [2011] rely on the Android’s
permission control scheme to limit the use of motion sensors and the microphone.
5.2. Shared Software Resources

Because certain software resources are shared across processes, activity signatures
such as CPU, memory, or network usage patterns can be retrieved from the accessible
/proc file system, which can be further analyzed to infer ongoing activities in other processes. For example, Zhou et al. [2013] is able to infer the identity, health information,
and location of an Android user by monitoring network usage via /proc. Also, Chen
et al. [2014b] is able to infer changes of UI state in another app based on the variations of shared memory size in /proc, and inject a fake login page seamlessly to steal
login credentials. Applying access control on /proc filesystem could effectively mitigate
this side-channel. However, given that Android is an open mobile system designed to
facilitate resource sharing, more complete side-channel mitigations are pressing.
5.3. Covert Channel

As shown in Gasior and Yang [2012], seemingly normal operational variances can be
abused to stealthily transmit data between apps, which effectively bypasses the permission model and kernel sandbox. Known covert channels take advantage of vibration,
screen brightness, volume settings and file lock statuses to transmit bits to a listening
application. Also, Marforio et al. [2012] shows a number of other cover channels in
Android, such as intent type, UNIX socket discovery, threads enumeration, automatic
intents, and free disk space. The method in Deshotels [2014] even leverages the audio
channel to transmit ultrasonic sound which can hardly be noticed by the human ear.
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Blocking covert channels in a highly compacted mobile device is challenging due to
the large amount of shared resources and numerous ways to encode data. Generally,
mitigation requires multiple levels of isolation of hardware and software resources and
a well-controlled sensor usage policy. Unfortunately, such methods are impractical in
mobile device designs that pursues efficiency over security.
5.4. Open Problems

5.4.1. Emerging Cache Peeping Threat. Many cache-based timing attacks originally found
in the desktop or server environment [Bangerter et al. 2011; Hund et al. 2013; Zhang
et al. 2012] have become feasible in Android as a result of the wide adoption of the
Linux scheduler and multi-core CPU in smartphones. Cache Games [Bangerter et al.
2011] observes the cache access of CPU to infer cryptographic keys during encryptions
and decryptions. Timing side-channel attack [Hund et al. 2013] inferred the privileged kernel address by probing the CPU cache usage shared by kernel and user code.
Cache partitioning [Page 2005] and side-channel resistant cryptographic algorithms
(e.g., Tromer et al. [2010]) flatten the cache usage variance thus blocking these eavesdropping. However, due to the system performance overhead, these methods have not
been not widely adopted in desktop Linux, let alone Android.
5.4.2. Blocking Side-Channels. Most side-channels could be avoided if shared resources
were no longer used or at least used exclusively when needed. For software shared
resources, interleaving the accesses to software stack by different apps can effectively
block the side-channel. However, for hardware shared resources, such exclusion is
more expensive in mobile OS at the stake of critical downgrade of performance and
power efficiency.
5.4.3. Protecting Sensitive Data/Operation. Future workarounds may consider additional
protection methods for sensitive inputs if the side-channel cannot be blocked. For
example, Intel proposed a two-factor authentication solution that requires a transient
One-Time-Password generated from its IPT (Identity Protection Technology) [Intel
Corporation 2016] to be attached along with the user password at every login. This
scheme may prevent an attacker from completing the login even if the victim’s password
is inferred. Alternatively, a context-aware noise (e.g., a deliberate vibrating when user
taps PIN) may disturb the performance of sensors during a user’s interaction with
sensitive information.
6. FEATURE ABUSES

This section describes several Android features that have been (or could be) abused
to carry out attacks. They include 1) dynamic code generation and loading, 2) JavaNative interface, 3) assistive technologies, 4) multi-user support, 5) embedded web
browser and 6) the new ART runtime. These features can be used as attack vectors
mostly because they were introduced after the security model was designed. They
often require workarounds of existing security models (e.g., for the sake of usability),
or intentionally compromise security assumptions to achieve their design goals.
6.1. Dynamic Code

In Android, developers are allowed to load the code for an app dynamically. Developers
can load JAR files or shared libraries (i.e., .so files) from remote sources at runtime by
using DexClassLoader and System.loadLibrary(). This feature gives developers great
flexibility in maintaining their apps. For example, apps can self-update by downloading
a new JAR file without going through the official channel: Google Play Store. A similar
problem is dynamic code generation such as the just-in-time (JIT) compilation adopted
by Dalvik VM to improve performance.
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However, both features open a hole on the security model of the Android ecosystem:
verification of the code signature. Android’s default security policy is to only allow the
code to run if it is signed by a verified developer. Nonetheless, no signature check is
performed on downloaded or generated code; therefore, attackers can abuse both features to inject malicious code into benign apps [Poeplau et al. 2014]. Abusing dynamic
code loading can also help bypass Google’s app review process [Kim 2015] because dynamically loaded code cannot be correctly tested at the review time (it can be changed
later), or attackers could hide their malicious code at review time and make the logic
available when the end-user actually downloads and runs the application. One way to
protect generated code cache is to ask developers to follow the best practices published
in official document that help ensure the integrity of the generated code cache. However, relying on developers’ discretion might not be enough, and a more sound approach
should be studied. Luckily, such a problem has been well studied in web browsers and
potential solutions such as Homescu et al. [2012] can be ported.
To mitigate the threat of dynamic code loading, it is possible to enforce that the signature of code being loaded must match the original app’s. However, this approach will
preclude the convenience of loading code developed by others. A workaround is to use
a system-wide whitelist for acceptable dynamic libraries and to employ multiple independent verification services to provide and update the whitelist [Poeplau et al. 2014].
6.2. Native Code

In addition to Java code that runs on Dalvik VM or Android Runtime (ART), Android
supports execution of native code through the Java Native Interface (JNI). Developers
can implement their code as JNI for overcoming the limitations of Android Runtime,
such as memory cap and performance loss. Code implemented in JNI runs in the
application sandbox of Android system. Protections provided by the baseline Linux
system layer; such as UID/GID based access control, SELinux, etc., will still work.
However, JNI introduces several security implications into the system. First, unlike
Java, a type-safe language, JNI code is prone to vulnerabilities. Traditional attacks
on stack/heap buffer-overflow or problems with dangling pointers can be applied to
JNI code. Second, despite of plethora of application analysis tools and researches on
security mechanisms such as finer-grained access control and dynamic analysis in
Android, few support JNI due to the general assumption that JNI is not widely used
in Android apps. However, this assumption would not hold in practice; although the
portion of code is small in application, use of JNI is prevalent [Afonso et al. 2016]. For
this reason, exclusion of JNI code creates holes in applying such mechanisms, that is,
proposed security is not guaranteed on the system.
As mitigation attempts, isolating the app-specific native code from the rest of the
system is not impossible to implement. A successful example is Native Client (NaCl)
used in the Chrome Browser. Robusta has successfully isolated the native code from
Java Virtual Machine (JVM) in the traditional OSes. Continues on this direction,
NativeGuard [Sun and Tan 2014] achieves third-party native library isolation by
running native code in a separate app and [Afonso et al. 2016] further provides a way
to automatically set privileges on the isolated native libraries.
6.3. Accessibility

To support easy access of devices, Android implements various accessibility features
such as text-to-speech screen reader, voice commander (Google Now), etc. Android also
allows third-party apps to access these features through the AccessibilityService
class [Android Developers 2016a]. However, Jang et al. [2014] discovered that these
features are powerful enough to construct an input/output subsystem on the operating
systems (including Android) which could be used to completely bypass the permission
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model (both at middleware and kernel layer) and the application sandbox. By abusing
these features, an application could not only intervene in user I/O, but also read app
states from UIs and take control of the app by sending inputs that are in direct violation
of the isolation.
To protect against attacks that exploit accessibility, A11y [Jang et al. 2014] suggests
three layers of protection. First, a finer-grained access control on AccessibilityService
is required. A simple solution would be to separate the privileges of the a11y library
into two sets: one for reading the content of other apps and one for interacting and
controlling other apps. For example, a screen reader will only be allowed to read the
content of other apps, but not launch other apps. Second, assistive technologies such
as Google Now voice commander should verify that the commands come from the
authorized user, possibly through voice recognition or other techniques. Finally, apps
should be aware of the source of the input (whether from a11y libraries or the real
device), and react accordingly for security-sensitive UI contents. However, as this issue
is not unique to Android and the suggested mitigations are non-trivial to implement,
additional research is required in this area.
6.4. Multi-User Support

Starting from Android 4.2, support for multiple users has been added as a new feature.
Unfortunately, researchers have found a significant number of vulnerabilities from
their systematic evaluation of multi-user support [Ratazzi et al. 2014]. The root cause
of these vulnerabilities is that this new feature is inconsistent with existing protections,
especially in accessing shared resources and system-wide configurations.
For instance, all users have full access to WiFi settings and these settings are shared
among users. Moreover, the current implementation requires three additional logins
to guarantee a complete removal of processes that belong to the current user. Until
then, these processes remain running in the background after user switch. This also
introduces new privacy and security problems.
6.5. Embedded Web Browser

WebView [Android Developers 2016c] is a feature that allows for an app to create its
own browser or to display rich web content. It also enables effortless porting of existing
web-based apps to the mobile world. Frameworks such as PhoneGap [Adobe Systems,
Inc. 2016], Apache Cordova [The Apache Software Foundation 2016] and Titanium
[Appcelerator Inc. 2016] allow developers to write mobile apps just as web apps. In
2013, 8.5% (59,354 among 691,517 apps) of apps were developed using WebView-based
framework [Viennot et al. 2014].
However, the convenience of WebView is achieved at the cost of compromising the
general security principles in web browsers, such as isolation of JavaScript (JS) runtime, same origin policy (SOP), etc. Consequently, numerous security problems have
been discovered. WebView provides the addJavascriptInterface method as a attempt
to isolate Java and JS contexts, allowing JS to access selected Java classes and their
public methods of the parent app. However, this feature also creates holes in both the
sandbox for Android app and the browser sandbox for webapp, as demonstrated in Luo
et al. [2011]. For example, lacking SOP, malicious JS from an untrusted web site can
easily abuse this feature to attack the parent app and access sensitive resources. Since
Android 4.2, instead of exposing every public method of selected Java classes, only
public methods annotated with JavascriptInterface can be accessed from JS context.
However, this only works if developers voluntarily enforce this feature and manually
annotate their source code.
In addition to attacks through the Java-JS interface, researchers have identify different vulnerabilities in Android WebView feature. Fahl et al. [2012] details an SSL
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stripping attack against WebView. Missing visual cue for SSL certificate, Luo et al.
[2012] illustrated UI redressing attack. And another attack is developed based on use
of OAuth in mobile settings under WebView [Chen et al. 2014a].
Mitigation techniques generally try to bring back the missing security features.
Yu and Yamauchi [2013] proposes restricting JS access to sensitive Android APIs.
However, this does not address the potential leakage of sensitive data stored in the
app. Bifocals [Chin and Wagner 2013] proposes to expose the Java interface only to
domains in a whitelist, which is specified by developers and acknowledge by users.
Shin et al. [2013] tries to bring back the missing visual security cues. And [Roesner
and Kohno 2013] proposes a systematic way to protect embedded user interface, include
WebView.
6.6. ART

Starting with Android 5.0, Android replaced Dalvik VM with a new runtime environment called ART [Google Inc. 2016c], which uses ahead-of-time (AOT) compilation to
compile Dalvik bytecode to native code during app installation. Therefore, in ART, only
part of the app code is executed in JIT mode (e.g., dynamic loading) while the majority
runs in native mode. Developing a new compiler to translate Dalvik bytecode to machine code is a bug-prone process; Kyle et al. [2015] and Anestis [Bechtsoudis 2015]
were able to fuzz ART to find a number of bugs. Some of the bugs that happen at the
compiling phase cause the compiler to crash, while other bugs are triggered at runtime
when the generated native code is executed, among which bugs like arbitrary memory
read/write, null pointer dereference, etc., are more serious. In addition, ART also exposes a new attack surface by allowing attackers to manipulate the compiled native
code. For example, the native code related to boot image provides attackers with a large
number of gadgets to perform Return Oriented Programming (ROP) attacks [Corelan
Team 2014]. Also, Paul [Sabanal 2015] successfully developed user mode rootkits by
taking advantage of ART’s mechanisms to replace framework and application code.
7. DEVICE FRAGMENTATION

Device fragmentation is a unique issue in the Android ecosystem. Software-wise, Google
has released 147 builds of Android images spanning from v1.6 to v6.0 through February
2016 [Google Inc. 2016d]. Hardware-wise, the number of Android devices released by
OEMs, for example, Samsung and HTC, has exceeded 24,093 [OpenSignal Inc. 2015].
Due to the complexity in deploying Android updates to various devices, compared with
the stock AOSP image, security guarantees for end-users tend to be less consistent or
even weakened.
7.1. Security Implications of OEM Customization

To differentiate from other OEM vendors, each OEM customizes its own Android image based on the AOSP. Typical customizations include (1) hardware support (e.g.,
radio daemon for other modem chips); (2) system UI redesign (e.g., TouchWiz UI from
Samsung); and (3) custom apps installation (e.g., S-Health in Samsung Galaxy S4).
Unfortunately, these customizations often weaken existing security mechanisms at
both the app layer and the OS layer. At the app layer, OEM-customized or preloaded
apps may introduce vulnerabilities that leak users’ private information or enable permission escalation attacks [Wu et al. 2013; Grace et al. 2012]. It is also possible that
an AOSP app is removed to fit a new device model by the OEM while references to the
app still remain inside the OS. Aafer et al. [2015] shows how to exploit this customization to bypass the Android permission model. OEMs might also publish their SDKs to
build device/brand-specific apps; for example, Samsung publishes a customized KNOX
SDK that opens access to critical APIs such as TrustZone. It is unclear whether such
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Table V. Exploits with symlink Attack Targeting OEM Devices. For Example, TacoRoot Exploits a World-Writable
Recovery Log File /data/data/recovery/log. Attacker Can symlink it to /data/local.prop, Reboot to
Recovery-Mode and Write a New Log to Set ro.kernel.qemu=1, which Yields the Root Privilege
Manufacturer
HTC
Motorola
ASUS
Samsung
LG
Sony

Model
All before release
Droid 3
Transformer Prime
Infuse 4G
Spectrum & Intuition
Tablet S

Release
2011/01
2011/08
2012/01
2012/01
2012/09
2012/02

Symlink Target
/data/local.prop
/data
/data/local.prop
/data
/data/local.prop
/data/{system/packages.list,
local.prol}

Symlink Destination
/data/data/recovery/log
/data/local/12m
/data/sensors/AMI304_Config.ini
/data/data/.drm/.wmdrm/sample.hds
/data/vpnch/vpnc_starter_lock
/log/AndroidRadio.txt

Fig. 3. For system update, (1) Google first releases the base update for AOSP; (2) OEM vendors customize
Google’s update for their devices; (3) with the update from OEM vendors, carriers again test it for all
their carrier-specific devices. Cunningham [2014] summarizes system update delay, which is presented in
(b). For app update, (1) developers push the update to Google Play and OEM app stores (
1 ), or other app
stores (
2 ), and then app stores will distribute the new version to end-users and install it automatically. (2)
Alternatively, developers can perform in-app updating, but it requires user’s confirmation to download and
install updates (
3 ).

customized SDKs have security flaws. At the OS layer, OEM vendors often make mistakes in assigning proper privileges to system or device-related files, allowing attackers
to bypass the Android permission model through low-level system calls [Zhou et al.
2014a] or to launch system privilege escalation attacks via crafted symbolic link (symlink), as summarized in Table V.
7.2. Security Update

System and app updates play a key role in maintaining the security of Android devices.
However, the complicated and lengthy updating process exposes end-users to critical
security threats that should have be prevented by prompt update procedures.
7.2.1. System Update. Currently, the process for updating the Android system involves
three independent entities—Google, OEMs, and carriers—in delivering new patches to
end-users. For this reason, the current update procedure often takes more than three
months, as shown in Figure 3. This lengthy procedure makes users’ devices vulnerable
to known and preventable attacks. Another unexpected Pileup attack presented in Xing
et al. [2014] shows a way to exploit the vulnerabilities in the Android system update
process: a malicious app can strategically declare a set of privileges and attributes on
a low-version OS and wait until it is upgraded to escalate its privileges on the new OS.
7.2.2. App Update. To distribute new app updates, developers either push new versions
to the app stores, or build an in-app updating function (see Figure 3). When updating
an app, a common security issue for 
2 and 
3 lies in where the new download APK
file is stored. If users or developers choose to store it in external storage, such as SD
Cards, a malicious app with write permission of SD Cards can easily tamper with the
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downloaded APK file and inject malicious code into the update [Tao 2014]. Similar to
system update, app update may also suffer from delays, particularly when distributed
via third party app stores. To reduce the risks in app update, a timely update from
Google Play or OEM app stores is recommended and the updated APK file is preferably
kept in the internal storage.
7.3. New Model for Security Updates

The update procedure could be redesigned to eliminate the unnecessary attack window due to a lengthy security update. For example, one immediate action to take
is to use separate channels to deliver security updates and functional updates (i.e.,
redesign the update metaprocess). Unlike functional upgrades, security patches are
often self-contained and can be pushed directly from Google instead of passing through
OEM vendors and carriers. In practice, Google is already separating out core functionalities from AOSP such as WebViews to allow them to be updated without vendor
involvement [Toombs 2014]. In terms of update mechanisms, adopting hot-patching
and dynamic/live update schemes used in server environments like ksplice [Arnold
and Kaashoek 2009] or kGraft [SUSE 2016] will help minimize the latency period of
known attacks for end-users. We acknowledge that Google could not possibly manage
or be responsible for security updates for all the thousands of device models that exist,
hence, the search for a new model that caters to the fragmentation of the Android
ecosystem remains an open problem.
8. PRIVACY LEAK AND MALWARE DETECTIONS

Privacy disclosure and malware detections are essential components to enhance security of the Android ecosystem. In this section, we survey recent researches in these
areas, analyze their limitations, and identify remaining open problems.
8.1. Detecting Privacy Disclosure

Many researches shown in Table VI have reported the pervasiveness of privacy disclosures2 in Android apps. We categorize current analysis approaches into three types:
static, dynamic, and hybrid dataflow analysis.
8.1.1. Dynamic Dataflow Analysis. Under this concept, privacy disclosure detection is
transformed into a dataflow tracing problem: finding viable traces from predefined
source APIs (the ones that read private data) to sink APIs (the ones that send private
data out). Dynamic dataflow analysis is performed while the app is being executed
on real devices or emulated environments, therefore, it is highly resistant to code
polymorphism, for example, Java reflection and code encryption (see Section 6.1).
Past projects using dynamic dataflow analysis have demonstrated precise detection
results. TaintDroid [Enck et al. 2010] is the first dynamic analysis engine for Android
apps. It performs taint tracking to precisely analyze how private data is obtained and
released at runtime. In achieving this, it pioneers an efficient and elegant way to handle
taint storage. It also defines taint propagation rules on Dalvik instructions across API
calls. As TaintDroid handles taint analysis of Dalvik instructions across API calls at
runtime, it is resistant to Java reflection and code encryption. In addition, TaintDroid
can be loaded into real devices, allowing for realtime monitoring of actual hardware
and sensors. These advantages have pushed TaintDroid to be used widely in Android
app behavior analysis. However, TaintDroid cannot support the latest Android ART
2 Privacy

disclosure means that private data is disclosed outside the device, which could be either legitimate
or malicious; whereas privacy leak means private data is leaked for malicious purposes, which is a subset of
privacy disclosure.
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Table VI. Categorization of Proposed Algorithms for Detecting Privacy Disclosure of Apps
Analysis
Dynamic

Projects
TaintDroid
NDroid
Capper
VetDroid
SuSi

Static

CHEX
Epicc
FlowDroid
Amandroid
IccTA
EdgeMiner
DroidSafe

Hybrid

AppIntent
SmartDroid
Intellidroid
Harvester

Description
Dynamic tracking on Dalvik VM
Dynamic tracking on native code
(JNI)
Tracking with Dalvik bytecode
rewriting
Permission-based discovery of taint
sources and sinks
Machine learning for discovery of
taint sources and sinks
Intercomponent (ICC) awareness
Reduce ICC to IDE problem
Lifecycle awareness
ICC & lifecycle awareness
ICC & lifecycle awareness
Model implicit control flow through
Android framework
Model Android specific features
with “stubs”
Event-constrained symbolic exec
Directional dynamic execution
Event-focused API reachability
analysis
Execution on sliced app
components

Bypassable?

Taint cleanse through control
dependence or side channels

Code encryption, Java reflection,
dynamic code loading, etc.

Any technique in static or dynamic.

runtime, deployed since Android L. Complementing TaintDroid, ARTDroid [Costamagna and Zheng 2016] could be extended to implement the dynamic taint analysis in
the ART runtime in the future. ARTDroid is a hooking framework on Android ART
runtime without modifications to both the Android system and the app’s code.
It is worth noting that besides the execution engine, the effectiveness of dynamic
dataflow analysis relies on two more important components: (1) data source and sink
definition, and (2) input generation and test driving. Although both components can
be complemented with manual effort, human involvement is certainly impractical for
scalability reasons. In terms of automated source/sink discovery, VetDroid [Zhang et al.
2013] leverages the predefined Android permissions for automation. To be specific, it
automatically marks the information returned by permission-backed function calls as
tainted. SuSi [Rasthofer et al. 2014] uses machine learning techniques to automatically identify data source and sinks in Android APIs with a comprehensive feature
set including API method name, return value type, class name, etc. We postpone the
discussion on Android app automation tools to Section 8.4.
Several follow-up works are proposed on the dataflow analysis engine as well:
NDroid [Qian et al. 2014] provides a complementary mechanism for taint-tracking
information flows through JNI. It interfaces with TaintDroid’s tracking logic on the
Dalvik VM side and, in the native context, maintains taint storage using shadow registers and memory maps. NDroid tracks taints by hooking functions through QEMU. To
reduce the relatively high runtime overhead of TaintDroid, (32% measured by Enck
et al. [2010]), Capper [Zhang and Yin 2014] proposes to instrument the app instead
of the Android system in incorporating taint-tracking logic. It employs a byte code
rewriting approach to insert code in to the original app codebase in order to keep track
of private information and detect data leakage. Capper claims to have better runtime
performance than TaintDroid.
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8.1.2. Static Dataflow Analysis. Although modern static dataflow analysis systems have
employed many techniques to improve their analysis precision on Java programs, we
cannot directly port these static analysis systems to the Android platforms, as Android
introduces many unique programming paradigms that need to be handled correspondingly, including:

—Event-driven system. Android is an event-driven system. The control flow of an app
is determined by events, and there are many callbacks for system-event handling,
for example, UI interaction and location update, which pose significant challenges in
building a precise control flow graph.
—Runtime intercomponent communications. Since an app often consists of multiple
components with various entry points, complex ICCs flows, including both intracomponent and intercomponent control and dataflows, should be considered. Statically
building the control flow graph among components poses a challenge to static analysis techniques.
CHEX [Lu et al. 2012] proposes a static dataflow analysis system to detect component hijacking vulnerabilities in Android. To capture dataflows in multiple components,
CHEX first finds all app-splits (an app-split consists of all code segments reachable
from an entry point) and then permutes the identified app-splits to find intercomponent dataflows. However, Android OS defines an ordering of lifecycle events for all
components in an app. For example, a component can only be stopped or paused if it
is started, and may later be resumed. CHEX does not consider such lifecycle; instead,
it enumerates all possible app-split orderings, which may introduce a severe imprecision. Epicc [Octeau et al. 2013] reduces the detection of ICC to an instance of the
Interprocedural Distributive Environment (IDE) problem. But it also has the same
limitation as CHEX. FlowDroid [Arzt et al. 2014] only performs intracomponent analysis and IccTA [Li et al. 2015] extends FlowDroid to analyze intercomponent dataflows.
Both IccTA and Amandroid [Wei et al. 2014] focus on ICC privacy leaks and model
Android-specific features such as component lifecycle, intent, and callbacks in a precise manner. Such a fine-grained modeling significantly reduces both false positives
and false negatives. EdgeMiner [Cao et al. 2015] further improves the modeling of the
Android framework with API summaries that describe implicit control flow transitions
through the Android framework. DroidSafe [Gordon et al. 2015] represents the latest
development in Android static dataflow analysis. It integrates many Android-specific
features such as native methods, event callbacks, component lifecycles, etc., into its
AOSP model and abstracts them with simplified “stubs” that are accurate enough for
point-to and dataflow analysis. It also employs many heuristics to statically model
ICC. One drawback, however, is its dependence on manual specifications, which can be
error-prone and inflexible with system updates.
In general, static dataflow analysis techniques do not exhibit the low code coverage
problem. However, they may run the risk of high false positives, as these techniques
tend to conservatively overapproximate point-to targets or model program inputs. In
addition, they cannot resist code encryption or Java reflection [Arzt et al. 2014; Lu
et al. 2012]. Unfortunately, these features are popular in Android apps, either for
self-protection or for performance improvements.
8.1.3. Hybrid Program Analysis. Hybrid analysis is a natural direction to balance efficiency, scalability, and accuracy in identifying privacy disclosure. The basic idea is to
use static analysis to narrow down the scope of code pieces to be examined at runtime,
and then perform dynamic analysis on the identified code pieces.
AppIntent [Yang et al. 2013] uses static analysis to identify relevant code sections to
execute. At runtime, AppIntent exhaustively run dynamic symbolic execution to fully
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explore all behaviors. SmartDroid [Zheng et al. 2012] is similar to AppIntent, except
that it only handles UI events and ensures that the app follows a specific path at
runtime. Intellidroid [Wong and Lie 2016] generalizes the targeted execution problem
by defining methods of interest as a set of APIs and then extracts the events required to
reach these APIs. Harvester [Rasthofer et al. 2016] complements static analysis tools by
computing runtime values and feeding them to these tools to reduce uncertainties (e.g.,
to resolve reflection targets). It performs runtime value extraction by first generating
a reduced app that contains the value-of-interest and then dynamically executing and
extracting the value.
8.2. Detecting Privacy Leakage

It is noteworthy that sensitive dataflows detected by the aforementioned works are
not necessarily suspicious or malicious, as most of them are actually necessary to the
apps’ functionalities and should be allowed. Judging the legitimacy of detected privacy
disclosures usually requires domain knowledge, and thus is hard to be automated. To
the best of our knowledge, only a few papers aim at differentiating suspicious privacy
leaks from legitimate ones, and they can be categorized into two classes:
8.2.1. User Interaction Check. The intuition is that users’ interactions (e.g., users’ consent on the disclosure of location information) should present before private data is
disclosed. Livshits and Jung [2013] implements a graph algorithm to place mediation
prompts to ask for users’ consent if no user interaction is found. Similarly, AppIntent [Yang et al. 2013] aims to match the sequence of Graphical User Interface (GUI)
manipulations with the sequence of events that trigger the private data access and
disclosure. AppIntent considers the detected privacy disclosure legitimate only when
the user intention, for example, clicking of “send” button to send a Short Messaging
Service (SMS) message, is found in the extracted event graph.
8.2.2. Peer App Voting. User-device interaction analysis for privacy disclosure legitimacy may incur high false negatives, since an interaction does not always mean “intention.” Another approach is to extract the “standard/common privacy disclosures”
from functionally similar peer apps, and then compare the suspicious privacy disclosures with the extracted “standard set.” If the disclosure is a privacy leak, it will
generally not be included in the “standard set” since its peer apps do not have such
leaks. AAPL [Lu et al. 2015] provides a framework to automatically infer privacy disclosures legitimacy based on peer voting mechanism. As the peer apps are selected based
on similar functionalities, detection of privacy leaks that are not functionally required
may have high false rates, for example, detection device ID and phone number.
According to AAPL, about 67% of detected privacy disclosures are in fact legitimate.
With an automated approach to differentiate legitimate privacy disclosures from
suspicious ones in demand, we strongly hope more researchers can contribute to this
direction in the future.
8.3. Identifying Malicious Behavior

As malicious apps pose increasing threats to the Android ecosystem, a series of malicious app detection mechanisms has been proposed. Based on the detection methodologies, we categorize them into four types: execution-based detection, model checking,
WYSIWYX, and machine learning, as shown in Table VII.
8.3.1. Execution-Based Detection. Abnormal behavior detection using sequences of system calls has been successfully applied on the intrusion detection domain, as the
sequence of system calls executed by the program is a good indicator between normal
and abnormal behaviors. Higher level semantics such as ICC through Binder IPC/RPC
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Table VII. Categorization of Algorithms for Identifying Malicious Behavior of Apps

Detection
Execution

Projects
DroidScope/CopperDroid
NJAS/Boxify

Model
Checking
WYSIWYX

Pegasus
AppContext
WHYPER/AutoCog
CHABADA/ACODE
AsDroid
Hao et al.
DroidAPIMiner
Drebin
DroidSIFT
MUDFLOW

Machine
Learning

Description
Execute/monitor apps in an emulator
Sandbox interaction between apps and
Android/OS
Permission Event Graph based checking
Check security-sensitive behavior contexts
Compare permissions to app description
Compare API calls to app description
Evaluate app behaviors based on UI texts
Check permission requests and app categories
Check API calls, packages, and parameters
Check permissions, APIs, and network activity
Check contextual API dependency graph
Check sensitive data accesses and usage

Bypassable?
Emulator detection techniques
Sandbox escape
Code encryption and reflection
Ambiguous/fake description
Dynamic UI/code loading
Feature manipulation

or Dalvik VM traces are additional features that Android app analysis techniques can
leverage to improve detection accuracy.
Following this intuition, two QEMU-based solutions, DroidScope [Yan and Yin 2012]
and CopperDroid [Kimberly et al. 2015] are proposed to both capture OS-level event
sequences (system calls) and higher level semantics. However, malicious apps can use
emulator detection techniques to prevent itself from exhibiting malicious behaviors
inside an emulator [Kirat et al. 2014].
Another line of research focuses on achieving the same goal by sandboxing apps inside
a real Android device instead of whole system emulation/virtualization. NJAS [Bianchi
et al. 2015] builds an app sandbox with ptrace-based syscall interposition. It also hooks
Binder IPC calls to mediate interaction with the Android framework. Boxify [Backes
et al. 2015] leverages the isolated process feature introduced in Android 4.3 to sandbox a target app and also completely mediates its interaction with the framework. In
addition, Boxify can launch multiple apps in the same sandbox, and hence, could potentially capture collusion attacks that requires cooperation of multiple independent
apps. Both works are capable of fine-grained information recording without the need of
kernel or Android framework modification. However, sandbox-based solutions always
suffer from attacks that attempt to escape them, as shown in the Chrome sandbox
case [Fisher 2015]. Because the sandbox itself is usually highly privileged, compromising the sandbox yields more benefits to the attackers than compromising a normal app.
8.3.2. Model Checking. The general idea on model checking is to treat the Android
platform as an “event-driven” system and model the interactions of an app with the
platform. Checking these interactions will help catch some abnormal behaviors, for
example, SMS is sent without user’s consent (i.e., click the “send” button).
Pegasus [Chen et al. 2013] proposes Permission Event Graph (PEG) to model check
an app’s behaviors. PEG is an abstraction to the interactions between the Android event
system, permissions, and API calls in a given app. With such graph, the analyst can
specify policies that model the legitimate behaviors an app should exhibit. By model
checking the graph with these policies, abnormal behaviors that violate the policy will
be uncovered. A nonnegligible limitation with model checking-based detection is that
manually specified policies are hard to be precise and complete, since an app’s normal
behaviors could be diverse in different contexts.
Another approach, AppContext [Wei et al. 2015], models malicious apps according
to two contextual observations. First, malicious behaviors are usually triggered not by
UI events but by system events to evade from user attentions (activation conditions).
Second, malicious behaviors are usually triggered only when specific environmental
conditions (e.g., location and time) are satisfied to evade detection systems (guarding
conditions). AppContext extracts such conditions for security-sensitive behaviors from
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apps. Although the model checking looks promising, code polymorphism can be used
to hide malicious behaviors and evade detection. For example, dynamic code loading is
widely used for enhancing app flexibility and compatibility, but the loaded code cannot
be reliably modeled statically. In terms of Java reflection, some reflection cases can
be easily modeled using constant propagation, while others need actual execution to
analyze.
8.3.3. WYSIWYX. What You See Is What You eXecute is an intuitive policy aiming to
ensure that the actual app behaviors should be consistent to users’ perceptions: a functionality not stated or implied in the app description should not be allowed. Checking
WYSIWYX is usually done by text analytics with the help of recent development of
Natural Language Processing (NLP).
WHYPER [Pandita et al. 2013] and AutoCog [Qu et al. 2014] discussed in Section 4.2
extract permissions advertised in the app’s description, and compare them with permissions actually requested. CHABADA [Gorla et al. 2014] and ACODE [Watanabe et al.
2015] first reduce the app descriptions into a set of keywords/topics and then measure
whether the actual APIs used in the app confirm with these topics. AsDroid [Huang
et al. 2014] first extracts and analyzes UI text to infer the criteria behaviors of the
apps, and then matches them with the actual app behaviors to uncover contradicted or
stealthy activities. However, WYSIWYX approaches are vulnerable to fake description
and dynamic UI text manipulation.
8.3.4. Machine Learning-Based Detection. To achieve effectiveness and scalability of Android malware detection, machine learning-based approaches are well explored and
promising. The basic idea is to fist statically or dynamically analyze the app to gather
a predefined set of features, and then learn a detection model based on given datasets
consisting of malicious apps and benign apps. For example, Hao et al. [2012] builds
probabilistic generative models using requested permissions and app categories to rank
their risks. DroidAPIMiner [Aafer et al. 2013] considers package-level information as
well as API call sequences and parameters to distinguish malicious apps. The state-ofthe-art system, Drebin [Arp et al. 2014], not only uses the explained features, but also
considers other features such as intents, requested hardware components, and network
addresses. Its detection rate is up to 94% with a false positive rate of only 1%. DroidSIFT [Zhang et al. 2014c] extracts a weighted contextual API dependency graph to
represent program semantics (i.e., feature set) and further uses graph similarity metrics to uncover potential malware variants. MUDFLOW [Avdiienko et al. 2015] detects
malware based on the intuition that malicious apps treat sensitive data differently
from benign apps, and hence, can be captured by identifying abnormal dataflow.
However, it is noteworthy that (1) the accuracy of machine learning-based detection
is highly dependent on the quality of datasets used for training; and (2) the detection
may be easily bypassed if the attacker can figure out how the features are combined
for malware indication. Two reports on machine learning-based Android malware detection [Allix et al. 2014; Roy et al. 2015] both show that the detection results are
significantly biased when fed with different malware datasets for training. Also, it is
suggested that security research should not produce approaches or techniques that are
not in line with reality, for example, the detection results of Drebin, which is derived
from a “predefined” sample of 5,560 malware may be biased from the ones derived
from other app datasets that are crawled from real app markets. So, we hope to see
in the future that machine learning-based malware detection approaches can choose
app datasets that are consistent with both reality and other competitive approaches as
training and evaluation sets, for example, the top 1,000 apps that are most commonly
installed by users.
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8.4. Test Automation Tools

The effectiveness of dynamic analysis in detecting privacy disclosure or malicious behaviors relies significantly on test automation tools to drive the app. Therefore, a large
number of techniques has been proposed to better automate Android app testing.
AndroTest [Shauvik et al. 2015] provides a comprehensive summary and comparison of existing Android testing tools. Based on exploration strategy, current testing methods are categorized into three classes: random, model-based, and systematic.
Dynodroid [Aravind et al. 2013] is based on random exploration, but its exploration
technique is claimed to be more efficient than Monkey, the default testing tool that
comes with the Android SDK. MobiGuitar [Amalfitano et al. 2015] dynamically builds
a model of the app under testing by crawling it from a starting state. AppsPlayground
[Rastogi et al. 2013], A3E [Tanzirul and Iulian 2013], SwiftHand [Wontae et al. 2013],
and PUMA [Shuai et al. 2014] are all similar to MobiGuitar with different static analysis and exploration strategies.
Acteve [Saswat et al. 2012] is a concolic-testing tool that symbolically tracks events
from the point where they are generated in the Android framework up to the point
where they are handled in the app. In contrast, Evodroid [Mahmood et al. 2014] relies
on evolutionary algorithms to generate relevant inputs. Harvester [Rasthofer et al.
2016] provides new insights on automated test driving. Different from other approaches
that start path finding from program entry points and explore down to the pointof-interest, Harvester first performs backword slicing from the point-of-interest and
extracts the minimal code required to trigger the target from a program entry point,
hence, significantly improving the efficiency of app testing.
8.5. Open Problems

8.5.1. False Alerts. All proposed algorithms for identifying privacy leakage suffer from
false positives: incorrectly reporting legitimate privacy disclosures as suspicious or
malicious leakages [Livshits and Jung 2013; Yang et al. 2013], which usually dominate
the detection results [Lu et al. 2015]. Unfortunately, humans have little patience for
false alerts. No warning will be attended after malware detectors report a few incorrect
alerts. To be effective and practical, future solutions should consider such false alerts
seriously.
8.5.2. Malicious Behavior Triggering. A fundamental problem on test automation tools is
how to guarantee that all malicious behaviors can be triggered during testing. In this
sense, merely measuring the code/path coverage might not be sufficient as malware
can easily hide malicious behaviors deep inside the program, for example, executing
malicious activities after 1 hour of app launching (time bomb) or only when no debugger
is attached (logic bomb). Another common scenario is: if the app starts with a login
screen, none of the test automation tools we surveyed will be able to process further
without valid credentials. Furthermore, if malicious behaviors or privacy leakage only
manifests after the login activity, it will never be triggered during testing. However,
obtaining login credentials inevitably involves human interaction, which compromises
scalability.
Harvester [Rasthofer et al. 2016] sheds light on this problem based on the assumption
that the path that leads to a predefined set of potential malicious behaviors (e.g.,
send SMS or make phone calls) generally has no data dependence on the antianalysis
techniques used. Therefore, through precise program slicing, the aforementioned time
bomb and logic bomb can be sliced out, preserving only code sections that trigger the
target behavior.
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8.5.3. Analyzing Native Code. A majority of proposed algorithms do not assume the use
of native code in Android apps, which is hardly true in the current Android ecosystem.
Although NDroid [Qian et al. 2014] proposes a new taint-tracking algorithm that can
identify dataflows in the presence of native code, it still suffers from high false negative
and incurs nonnegligible runtime overheads. Native code must also be considered in
developing new detection and analysis algorithms due to its wide presence in real-world
apps.
8.5.4. Strong Adversary. Due to the diverse features of Android malware, no detection
technique can be a panacea, and many of them can be bypassed if attackers correspondingly adjust their offensive techniques. (1) Many antitaint analysis techniques
have been developed in order to cleanse taints during dynamic tracing, as reported
in Sarwar et al. [2013]. (2) Static data analysis cannot resist intentional code obfuscation techniques, such as using code encryption, dynamic code loading, Java reflection,
and JNI. (3) WYSIWYX is an intuitive policy but is hard to enforce as extracting the
criteria behaviors is nontrivial. (4) Model checking-based algorithms usually require
manual specifications of policies, which are neither precise nor complete. (5) Even
though using machine learning seems an attractive direction, we still need a systematic way of collecting training and evaluation data to avoid biases [Allix et al. 2014].
8.5.5. Place of Detection. Given the plethora of privacy violation and malware detection
tools, it is a natural question on where these tools should be deployed. On-device detection, restricted by CPU power, memory, and battery, might suffer from low precision,
while cloud-based detection might suffer from high communication overhead and late
response. Devising a hybrid approach will be beneficial to the Android community.
9. APP REPACKAGING

App repackaging is prevalent among Android malware; according to Zhou and Jiang
[2012], 86% of malware samples are repackaged versions of benign apps.
The pervasiveness of app repackaging among malware can be explained in three
ways: (1) A repackaged app can boost its infection rate leveraging the victim app’s popularity. (2) It can also achieve stealthiness by preserving original app functionalities.
(3) It is technically easy to repackage an Android app (unless it is heavily obfuscated,
which few developers can do or will do). All these properties help malware writers
meet their motivations directly (e.g., stealing credit card numbers) or indirectly (e.g.,
bumping ad’s click counts).
Recent years have witnessed many solutions to tame this problem, and in general,
these solutions can be classified into two categories: repackaging detection and repackaging prevention.
9.1. Repackaging Detection

All repackaging detection algorithms surveyed in this article follow a general procedure: (1) features of the target app, such as logics and UI, are extracted and deterministically transformed into a special representation format, a.k.a., birthmarks, and
(2) a subsequent comparison between two app birthmarks determines the similarity
between two apps. Table VIII summarizes existing works. As shown in Table VIII, we
perform a subjective comparison on their performance using two criteria: transformation resilience and scalability.
Transformation resilience measures how an algorithm might be defeated if an attacker uses one of the following common evasion techniques: 
1 point-of-interest minor
modifications, 
2 control flow changes, 
3 data dependency changes, and 
4 heavy obfuscation (encryption).
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Table VIII. Repackage Detection Techniques. In the Resilience Column, 
1 –
4 Denotes Obfuscation Techniques
Discussed in Section 9. In the Scalability Column, S Denotes DEX Bytecode Size; C Denotes Program
Complexity, in Number of Methods [Crussell et al. 2012, 2013a; Desnos and Gueguen 2012; Hanna et al. 2012],
or Number of Activities and Intents [Zhang et al. 2014a]; P Denotes Parameter of the Detection Technique
Solution
DroidMOSS
DNADroid
AnDarwin
Androguard
PiggyApp
Centroid
DroidSim
Juxtapp
ViewDroid
ResDroid

App representation
Hash of opcodes block
Data dependence graph
Data dependence graph
Regex string of CFG
Regex string of CFG
Centroid of CFG
Component-based CFG
Feature hashing
View-event graph
View-event graph and statistics

Similarity comparison
Edit distance
Subgraph isomorphism
Subgraph isomorphism
Normalized compression distance
Normalized compression distance
Method centroid distance
Jaccard coefficient
Jaccard similarity metric
Subgraph isomorphism
Hierarchical Clustering

Resilience
Low, 
1
Medium, 
1 –
3
Medium, 
1 –
3
Low, 
1 
2
Low, 
1 
2
Low, 
1 
2
Low, 
1 
2
Low, 
1 
2
Strong, 
1 –
4
Strong, 
1 –
4

The general observation is that sequence-based approaches are less resilient to code
obfuscation techniques as code streams do not contain any higher level semantic knowledge, and hence are more likely to be defeated with control flow changes such as method
restructuring, statement re-ordering, or dead code insertion. Program Dependency
Graph (PDG) based approaches generally have better resilience, but they can still
be defeated by data dependency changes, for example, massive aliasing of variables.
User-interaction-based approach leverages the user-interaction/event-driven nature of
Android apps and is more resilient to code-level obfuscations.
DroidMOSS [Zhou et al. 2012] applies fuzzy hashing to each app’s opcodes to generate the birthmark. For each sequence of opcodes, it partitions them into smaller
chunks and aggregates the hash of each chunk to get the final hash. It then measures
the similarities of two apps using a custom formula with both hash values as input.
Similarly, Androguard [Desnos and Gueguen 2012] uses several standard similarity
metrics to hash app functions and basic blocks for comparison. Juxtapp [Hanna et al.
2012] characterizes apps through k-grams of opcodes and feature hashing and clusters
corresponding bitvectors to identify app repackaging. PiggyApp [Zhou et al. 2013b]
is designed to detect piggybacked apps, a special kind of repackaged app with code
injected into victim apps. It first deconstructs an app into modules according to their
dependency relationship and then constructs a fingerprint for the primary module by
collecting various features, such as requested permissions and Android API calls.
Desnos [2012] uses Normalized Compression Distance (NCD) to compare app
similarity according to method signatures, including external API usages, exceptions,
and CFG. Potharaju et al. [2012] proposes an approach to detect plagiarized apps
baesd on symbol tables and method-level AST fingerprints. This approach can handle
obfuscation techniques that mangle symbol tables or insert random methods with
no functionality. DroidSim [Sun et al. 2014] utilizes Component-Based Control Flow
Graph (CB-CFG) to quantify the similarity between apps. DNADroid [Crussell
et al. 2012] constructs a PDG for each method and performs subgraph isomorphism
comparison on PDGs after filtering out unnecessary methods. To speed up DNADroid
and AnDarwin Crussell et al. [2013a] splits PDGs into connected components (i.e.,
semantic blocks), each of which will be represented by a semantic vector containing
the number of specific types. After that, it employs a Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH)
algorithm to identify code clones that have similar semantic vectors. Crussell et al.
[2013b] proposes a novel approach that uses the centroid of control dependency graph
to measure similarity between methods in order to detect cross-market app clones.
Besides the aforementioned works that analyze program logic, Zhang et al. proposes
ViewDroid [Zhang et al. 2014a] that first constructs a feature view graph and then
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applies subgraph isomorphism to measure similarity between two apps. ResDroid
[Shao et al. 2014b] follows a similar approach, it extracts information about UI elements with minor granularity differences. Besides, Shao et al. [2014b] leverages the
fact that attackers often use code loading for app repackaging—simply packing bytecode into JNI at deliver time and recovering bytecode at runtime—and presents a tool
to dump the memory at runtime. The analysis is done on the runtime bytecode, which
solves the problem of heavy obfuscation to some extent.
We also observed evolution of repackage detection techniques, from simply porting
traditional approaches for desktop application repackaging detection (such as DroidMOSS) to leveraging Android-specific features such as events and user interactions
(such as ViewDroid).
9.2. Repackaging Prevention

Besides detection, solutions have been proposed to tame app repackaging in a more
fundamental way.
9.2.1. Embedding Watermark Into the App Executable. AppInk [Zhou et al. 2013a] presents
a toolkit that can (1) embed a runtime watermark in the app by instrumenting its
source code and (2) generate a complementary verification app that can automatically
extract and verify the embedded watermark. Developers publish the watermarked app
to app stores and the verification app is requested on demand to prove the originality.
9.2.2. Ensuring App Authenticity Verification without Relying on CA. AppIntegrity [Vidas and
Christin 2013] modifies the current app signing and verification procedures to achieve
a simple authentication protocol. Instead of embedding the verification key in the app
package, it suggests app developers place the verification key behind the DNS that is
within his/her control and use the package name as a hint to direct users to his/her DNS.
However, this approach is prone to man-in-the-middle attacks and lacks practicality as
not every app developer has Domain Name System (DNS) service or prefers to name
their app packages in this way.
9.2.3. Making Repackaging Technically Hard. For example, DIVILAR [Zhou et al. 2014b]
obfuscates Dalvik bytecode with a randomized virtual instruction set, and translates
its obfuscated code with a customized interpreter at runtime. Such an approach significantly increases the bar for reverse engineers, but considering limited resources in
mobile, this approach may result in a high performance penalty.
9.3. Open Problems

9.3.1. Repackaging Detection Algorithms Prone to Code Obfuscation. For repackaging detection, all the algorithms we surveyed rely on static analysis, thus are prone to obfuscation techniques such as code encryption and dynamic code loading (see Section 6
and Section 8). More critically, all surveyed algorithms perform analysis only on DEX
bytecode, limiting its effectiveness in practice where 16% apps have native code embeded [Qian et al. 2014]. One option to solve these problems is to leverage dynamic
features such as UI changes, event sequences, or other runtime invariants. The intuition is that, since fake apps usually want to preserve or mimic the appearance and the
user experience of the original apps, dynamic features may be more resilient.
9.3.2. Repackaging Prevention Algorithms Lack Deployability. For repackaging protection,
none of the techniques proposed are readily deployable due to high performance penalty
incurred or drastic changes made to the app publish/download process. Therefore, the
quest for efficient repackaging prevention techniques is still open for research.
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9.3.3. Malicious Behavior Extraction. Since most malware is repackaging benign apps, an
intuition would be to extract out the added component to improve malware analysis
accuracy or efficiency. For example, it would be beneficial to separate the privacy invasive functionalities in a benign app from the malicious behaviors of the malicious part.
However, such a goal could be difficult due to potentially unlimited ways a malware
might use to repackage a benign app. Hence, automated malicious behavior extraction
remains an open problem in both app repackaging and malware detection areas.
10. INFECTION CHANNELS CUT-OFF

This section describes how Android malware finds their ways into users’ devices from
an ecosystem perspective and compares research proposals to cut off these infection
channels.
Due to the openness of the Android app distribution environment, malware can be
distributed from either trusted app stores like Google Play or other sources such as
web forums or alternative app stores. We survey the existing and potential mechanisms
that could prevent malware distribution through both channels.
10.1. Trusted App Stores

Many trusted app stores already utilize some vetting mechanisms to minimize malware
distribution. For example, Google Play uses Bouncer [Poeplau et al. 2014] to prevent
malicious apps from getting into the store. Another mechanism is app rating and
reviews. Although app rating is not generally viewed as a security mechanism, app
rating/reviewing can be an effective way for users to alert the app store and other users.
10.2. Untrusted Sources

Various techniques can entice users to download an app from untrusted sources: search
engine optimization [Gu 2014], in-app promotion [Apvrille 2014], phishing [Naraine
2012], and drive-by attacks [Lookout, Inc. 2012a]. Malware can also be silently installed
through adb if a user connects his/her device to a compromised computer [Kassner
2014]. To defeat this threat, stock Nexus devices provide an option to prevent installing
apps from untrusted sources. Users can also install antivirus apps to protect them
against known malware.
10.3. Open Problems

10.3.1. Inefficiencies in User Feedback. Although user feedback like app review/rating
might be an effective sociological mechanism to minimize malware distribution from
an app store, it is plagued by two factors:

—App reputation is subject to rating optimization services where app developers pay
the service providers to help boost their apps’ reputation rating by false downloads
or false comments, as shown by AppWatcher [Xie and Zhu 2015].
—User feedback cannot be used to discover zero-day malware as feedback is only
effective with a large sample size, that is, number of users downloading the malware.
The malware may have already achieved its popularity goal at this stage.
Therefore, how to leverage user feedback and other nontechnical solutions in infection
channel cut-off is a promising research problem, which might require interdisciplinary
efforts from humanity, physiology, etc.
10.3.2. Collective App Vetting. For trusted app stores, one possible way to enhance the
vetting process is to invite independent parties, especially security-oriented parties
such as antivirus vendors, to jointly analyze and endorse/rate apps. In this case, users
can get more assurance from security experts about the apps they download.
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Table IX. Summary of Popular Monetization Schemes by Malware
Monetization Scheme
Toll fraud
Click fraud
Pay-per-installation
Ad profit hijacking
Ad network hijacking
Adware
Mining
IMEI/IMSI stealing
Spyware
Man-in-the-mobile
Ranking poisoning

Description
Premium rate number billing via SMS or call
Imitating user’s clicks in pay-per-click ads
Payment per app installation (e.g., up to $1 USD)
Replacing developer’s ID to reroute ad income
Replacing the underlying ad provider
Harvesting ad views
Mine virtual currency on user’s devices
Stealing device identity (e.g., imitate or unblock)
Stealing personal information (e.g., contacts)
Stealing random tokens (e.g., mTAN for Bank app)
Requesting fake search queries to boost rank

Financial Benefit
Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Indirect
Indirect
Indirect
Indirect

10.3.3. Cloud-Based Malware Scanning. Without strong DRM (Digital Rights Management) protection, it is impossible to prevent malware infection through untrusted
sources. However, given DRM is against the open nature of the Android ecosystem,
the best way to prevent malware infection through untrusted sources is probably to
warn users [Willis 2013] of potential threats by allowing the system to submit the
downloaded app to cloud services for repackage check [Lindorfer et al. 2014], reputation check [Rajab et al. 2013], etc.
11. INCENTIVE ELIMINATION

Incentive elimination is an underresearched area that lacks direction and quantitative
studies. It also requires creative approaches to counter malware writers’ incentives.
This section describes our perspectives on potential research opportunities to reduce
the incentives for malware creation.
11.1. Understanding Attacker’s Monetization Schemes

Attackers create Android malware for various reasons, but the primary incentive is
financial return. Such an incentive exists because the current Android landscape provides many malicious monetization opportunities that have emerged into a business
considered as malware-as-a-service. Table IX summarizes some of the monetization
schemes identified in recently discovered Android malware samples based on industry
reports [Chien 2011; Lookout, Inc. 2012b]3
We believe that as long as these schemes exist, it is highly likely that new (and
potentially more sophisticated) malware will be created to meet attackers’ monetary
incentives. From this perspective, a complete elimination of monetization schemes is
the best cure for malware issues in the Android ecosystem.
However, elimination of those incentives usually requires multiple parties’ collective
effort, not only just the core participants of the Android ecosystem. For example, in
order to prevent search engine poisoning or click fraud, search engine or ad providers
need to employ techniques that make it difficult to generate legitimate search or click
requests automatically, which by itself is another hot research topic [Lu et al. 2011]. As
another example, to stop man-in-the-mobile attacks, instead of using SMS, financial
institutions should require users to use a stand-alone hardware-based token generator
in a two factor authentication scheme. Fortunately, such incentive elimination efforts
also align with their own interests.
Meanwhile, we do not deny the fact that many incentives are hard to be eliminated, at
least for now, such as virtual currency mining and invasive advertisements. Therefore,
3 Kumar and Kaur [2015] provides some examples on how to monetize stolen IMEI numbers, which might
not be obvious based on the Symantec and Lookout report.
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although it is worthwhile for society to make an effort in eliminating these incentives,
it may not solve all malware issues.
11.2. Creating Legitimate Monetization Channels

While blocking illegal monetization channels is important, we believe creating legitimate channels is equally important. This is a general solution the Android ecosystem
can offer to eliminate or at least reduce most of the incentives mentioned in Section 11.1.
The argument is that, in general, monetary gains from mobile malware become
significant only if there is a large infection rate, which implies that the app itself is
popular enough to attract a large number of downloads. If the ecosystem has legitimate
schemes to reward developers who can create apps with such popularity, they will have
no incentive to create malware to achieve the same goal.
Currently, the app store model of Android provides legitimate ways to reward developers who can create popular apps: profit sharing through (in-)app purchases. For
developers of free apps, in-app advertisement is a common way to get compensation.
However, in-app advertisement might impair user experience especially when developers opt for high-commission advertisement libraries, which in turn, usually use more
invasive (or even malicious) ways in order to display advertisements. We believe more
creative and diversified awarding schemes need to be designed to compensate developers of free apps.
12. ANDROID SECURITY OUTLOOK

Android is reaching further than smartphones. Emerging trends such as Internet-ofThings and digital identity are making Android security a more serious concern, as
wide adoption of the Android platform gives attackers more incentives, and system
compromisation leads to more serious damages. This section discusses new practices
and attack surfaces, with the goal of soliciting more research in these areas.
12.1. IoT

12.1.1. Home Automation. IoT enables the connections of virtually any personal devices or appliance such as refrigerator, TV, light switches, doorlock, etc. Backed by the
Thread work group [Rockman 2014] (initiated by Google, Samsung, and ARM), Android
has been selected as the potential standard operating system for IoT, particularly for
home automation [Vance 2013]. And Google has opened its own IoT platform Brillo
with an Android-based embedded OS [Google Inc. 2016a]. However, Android must
be heavily customized to drive IoT especially in terms of security. For instance, the
home automation protocol requires authentications between devices. Further, Android
lacks a fine-grained access control mechanism for individual apps to manage external IoT devices. For example, an app having a Bluetooth permission can access arbitrary Bluetooth-enabled IoT devices without any per-device permission checks [Naveed
et al. 2014]. Thus, fine-grained access control mechanisms for external devices (e.g.,
Dabinder [Naveed et al. 2014] and SEACAT [Demetriou et al. 2015]) are necessary to
protect IoT devices from malicious apps.
12.1.2. Cyber Physical System (CPS). Android is not limited to personal uses but also
reaches further to CPS, by replacing traditional embedded systems. A previous
work [Lei et al. 2013] shows a sensor-based voice message theft attack on mobile
CPS. As Android is widely used in mobile CPS ranging from a handheld device for fire
fighters, to a main controller of unmanned vehicle, to a remote controller of military
arsenal, its security has became more serious than ever.
12.1.3. Digital Identity. The presence of mobile devices is one popular way to authenticate its owner; for example, Google Authenticator is a popular app used for the
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two-factor authentication of user login [Estourgie and Poll 2013]. Moreover, with NearField Communication (NFC), smart cards, and digital payment systems all stored on
the device, Android plays an important role as digital identity, and accordingly, it
requires thorough and provable protection schemes in the future.
12.2. Potential Massive Attacks

12.2.1. USB. In public places like airports, cafes, and libraries, users may plug their
mobile devices into USB plugs. However, due to the multipurposes nature of USB ports
(i.e., charging the battery, media exchange, and debugging), connecting the device to
unknown USB ports exposes the device to the risk of arbitrary app installation by
exploiting vendor-specific customization [Pereir et al. 2014].
12.2.2. NFC and Bluetooth. NFC and other similar proximity-based communication
channels such as Bluetooth LE have been deployed to various Android devices. Gaining
popularity in using NFC for Google Wallet or Android Beam, or pairing Bluetooth to
various peripherals, a large number of blackbox fuzzing tools have been built in order to
identify potential vulnerabilities [Miller 2012; Soto 2005]. Considering its communication proximity of 3–10cm, these attacks can be launched when the attacker approaches
the device. Although it is a common practice that the majority of the NFC interactions
only happens when the device screen is on and unlocked, attackers can easily find the
attack windows such as during commuting time or near a store checkout counter.
12.2.3. WiFi. Mobile data usually does not come in unlimited volume or at high speed,
therefore smartphone users tend to connect their phones to public WiFi without much
care. When connected to an insecure Access Point (AP), DNS or Man-In-The-Middle
attacks become more critical security issues compared to when connected in a typical desktop or server environment [Chaskar 2009], as mobile devices generally lack
software/hardware components to defend such attacks. For example, with rogue WiFi,
an attack that typically happens on desktop environment has found its way to mobile
devices [Silver et al. 2014].
12.2.4. Baseband. Mobile devices are generally subject to exploits against the baseband chip, which is in charge of processing data transmitted between terminal and
cellular base stations. One popular baseband processor from Qualcomm runs the custom RT kernel, REX, but without any standard protection schemes like ASLR and
DEP [Delugre 2011; Weinmann 2012]. Omission of security schemes enables an attacker to unlock phones. Moreover, the whole software stack could be exposed if the
device connects to a rogue base station [Weinmann 2012]. The mitigation to this exploit
demands a mutual authentication scheme between the device and station.
12.2.5. Silent Drive-By Installation. Recent reports have shown possibilities of silent malware installation without any user interaction on the part of the victim by exploiting
vulnerabilities on older versions of Android. Stagefright [Drake 2015] exploits Android’s libStageFright component that processes downloaded videos without users’
consent. The rendered MMS image from the SMS app enables a worm to penetrate
silently. Fortunately, SEAndroid policies on recent Android versions have mitigated
this attack. However, a more dangerous case have been revealed where a ransomware
is silently installed by simply visiting an attacker controlled website [Constantin 2016].
Specifically, the JavaScript code on the website first exploits a vulnerability in libxslt
and then drops the payload: TowelRoot kernel exploit. After the device is compromised,
a ransomware is silently downloaded and installed. No user interaction is involved
throughout the whole process.
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12.3. Privacy

12.3.1. Ad Library. Advertisement is key to the Android market, especially in the profit
model. Section 4 points out finer-grained granularity assignment should be employed to
separate ad library and app. But private data access for ad library is still a problem. The
new Android ecosystem should respect the privacy of mobile users, unlike in the current
Android model where each app keeps personal information and does not give any
control (or opt-out option) to device owners. One solution is to provide a central storage
as a “personal vault” and regulate apps’ accesses to the vault via well-specified APIs.
12.3.2. Persistent Monitoring. Ranging from fitness monitoring bands to health care accessories, Android becomes a central place to record personal, privacy-sensitive information. In particular, the always-on nature of these devices raises a question of having
persistent threats of leaking the collected data [Naveed et al. 2014]. As Android-based
devices become deeply insinuated to human’s life, a naive bug can lead to serious
privacy violation.
12.3.3. BYOD. As enterprises use Android for their business or in workplaces, employees are usually required to carry multiple devices to isolate business activities from
personal uses. However, carrying multiple devices is inconvenient and Bring Your Own
Device (BYOD) gains popularity as employees can use a single device but protect business logic from personal uses purely by software [Andrus et al. 2011; Morrow 2012]. As
24% employees use mobiles to access or store business data, new security mechanisms
that protect business data and also isolate user’s personal activity need a fair amount
of research in order to provide provable and strong guarantees (perhaps, via new
hardware) of their protections in a single software stack. Currently, KNOX [Samsung
Electronics 2014] and Android for Work [Google Inc. 2016e] are the leading industry
solutions that enable BYOD.
13. TOWARD NEXT-GENERATION ANDROID ECOSYSTEM

Based on our systematization of knowledge in improving the security of the Android
ecosystem, we carefully envision the landscape of the next-generation Android ecosystem, as well as how existing and future Android security researches can fit into the
landscape, as shown in Figure 4.
13.1. New Features

We believe that at the core of the next-generation Android ecosystem should be
collaboration and openness. To be specific, the new ecosystem should have three
distinctive features: (1) leveraging collaborative efforts, (2) promoting the openness
of security-related data, and (3) providing egalitarian roles to participating entities.
With these features, the proposed ecosystem can solicit more independent and diverse
parties in the Android ecosystem, such as Antivirus (AV) vendors that can provide
scalable malware scanning and research institutes that can test and evaluate the
latest developments of detection and mitigation techniques with real-world samples.
We illustrate this collaboration and openness effort with a few examples.
13.1.1. Service APIs. Unlike the current ecosystem that largely depends on Google’s
initiative and effort on security enhancement, our new model proposes a collaborative
means to solicit more participants to the Android ecosystem security. Through the
open access to the Service APIs infrastructure, various entities, including AV vendors
and research institutes, can now contribute to the security evaluation of uploaded
apps. Following the principle of open source security, which states more bugs can be
caught by more eyes, we believe this openness in our new ecosystem can enhance
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Fig. 4. Our proposal of the next-generation Android ecosystem. The new model considers security in every aspect of interactions between participating entities, by promoting openness, collaborative efforts, and
egalitarian roles of participants. Also, it embodies the proposed research projects—hardening Android OS,
developer’s security tools, and algorithms—in the app store.

the overall security to an unprecedented level. The Service APIs can either be
developed and maintained by Google or the Open Handset Alliance, as an official
initiative or by independent third parties following a community-driven model and
interface with related parties in the ecosystem, as demonstrated by the success of
VirusTotal [VirusTotal Team 2012].
13.1.2. Open Ranking. Furthermore, the security scores evaluated by independent participants will be accumulated as an Open Ranking, which is shared across the ecosystem and will ultimately be consumed by end-users. This cumulative security ranking
will open up new opportunities in improving the closed reputation system in the current Android app market. For example, we cannot only consolidate scores from multiple
independent parties, but also consider the time domain or history of each app.
13.1.3. Security Test Suite. Since the new ecosystem promotes the egalitarian roles of
participants, each player, including carriers, developers, or even AV vendors, can initiate new security updates streamlining to end users without reliance on other parties,
hence, bypassing the lengthy update procedure (as shown in Figure 3) and dramatically shrinking avoidable vulnerability windows of known attacks. However, to enable
this ideal update scenario, patch effectiveness and compatibility must be thoroughly
tested before being released to end users. A new patch should neither break the functionalities required by law (e.g., calling emergency numbers without the presence of
SIM card) nor compromise existing security mechanisms (e.g., violating the invariants
defined by SEAndroid policies). To address this problem and enable a faster update
procedure, the new ecosystem should provide Security Test Suite, which is similar to
Compatibility Test Suite in AOSP in its form with a focus on testing the effectiveness
and compatibility of each security update against as many device models as possible,
even if the update is not developed by Google, OEM, or carriers. After a security patch
is certified by the Security Test Suite, it can be delivered directly to end users from any
entity (e.g., AV vendors, security researchers, etc.) instead of soley relying on Google
and OEM to distribute the patch.
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13.2. Overall Protection

Our new Android ecosystem also embodies the state-of-the-art research projects, as
shown in Figure 4, particularly in hardening the devices security (S.1–S.5), in detecting
malicious apps at app store (A.1–A.3), and in assisting developers with security tools
(D.1–D.3).
13.2.1. System Hardening on User’s Device. On-device hardening techniques should consider (1) potential security holes due to device fragmentation; (2) increasing demands
on private vault, a conceptual private store to regulate accesses to personal information (e.g., health and fitness info); (3) new separation/isolation mechanism for personal
and enterprise uses; (4) countermeasures against feature abuse; and (5) side/covertchannel.
13.2.2. Detecting Malware in the App Store. To support Service APIs and Open Ranking, the ecosystem requires groundbreaking algorithms to tackle current problems,
including (1) repackaging detection, (2) malware detection, and (3) app rating. Our
new ecosystem is flexible enough to embody prospective algorithms and experimental
research proposals, as a field test.
13.2.3. Security Tools for Developers. In the current Android ecosystem, mistakes by app
developers often directly impair the security of end-users (e.g., leaking private information). Considering the lack of security tools for app developers, our new ecosystem
incorporates various techniques to assist developers in avoiding trivial, but securitycritical mistakes on the course of app development: for example, enforcing PoLP and
checking component hijacking vulnerabilities. Repackage prevention service is also
provided to ensure app developers can harvest full credits for their original work.
14. CONCLUSION

In this article, we give a comprehensive narrative of the research landscape of Android
security, with an analysis of security issues and solutions in the Android software
stack and the Android ecosystem. We identify a number of intensively researched
methodologies taking real effects such as kernel hardening (Section 3), dynamic or
static program analysis (Section 8), and app repackaging detection (Section 9).
However, more fundamental problems are revealed from our evaluation of existing
solutions: redesigning the permission model (Section 4), re-engineering system and
app update procedures (Section 7), devising new algorithms to analyze user intention
for malware detection (Section 8), preventing app repackaging attacks (Section 9), and
eliminating attackers’ monetization schemes (Section 11). In the meantime, emerging
security threats such as the baseband attack and new practices like BYOD deserve
more research attention (Section 12). We believe that solutions to these issues are
indispensable and pressing for a secure ecosystem in the future.
Based on our findings, we propose a holistic approach at the level of the ecosystem,
composed of three distinct parts: (1) building the Service API infrastructure to encourage diverse participants to the Android ecosystem security playground; (2) sharing
and consolidating security-related data through an Open Ranking mechanism; and
(3) promoting egalitarian roles among participants by sharing the Security Test Suite
and flattening the update flow. We also present guidelines for validating how existing and future solutions fit into Android ecosystem security. We believe this work will
open up new opportunities to facilitate state-of-the-art security research into Android,
enhancing its security for the advent and growth of the IoT.
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APPENDIX
A. PAPER SOURCES
Table X. A List of Major Sources of the Surveyed Papers
Abbr.
Oakland
CCS
Security
NDSS
ACSAC
ASIACCS
CODASPY
DIMVA
DSN
WOOT
ISC
SOUPS
HOTSEC
SPSM
WISEC
MOST
ESORICS
BLACKHAT
OSDI
SOSP
EUROSYS
MOBISYS
ICSE
FSE
ASE
WODA
PLDI
OOPSLA
ESSOS
IFIPSEC
FPS
CMS
WISA
IMPS
ESSOS
ACISP
WEBAPPS
SIGMETRICS
VEE
EUC
ICEEI
HICSS
SAC
Others
Total

Full Name
IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy
ACM Conference on Computer and Communications Security
USENIX Security Symposium
Network and Distributed System Security Symposium
Computer Security Applications Conference
ACM Symposium on Information, Computer and Communication Security
ACM Conference on Date and Application Security and Privacy
Conference on Detection of Intrusions and Malware and Vulnerability Assessment
International Conference on Dependable Systems and Networks
USENIX Workshop on Offensive Technologies
Information Security Conference
ACM Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security
SENIX Conference on Hot Topics in Security
ACM CCS Workshop on Security and Privacy in Smartphones and Mobile Devices
ACM Conference on Security and Privacy in Wireless and Mobile Networks
Mobile Security Technologies
European Symposium on Research in Computer Security
Black Hat Conventions
Symposium on Operating Systems Design and Implementation
ACM Symposium on Operating Systems Principles
European Conference on Computer Systems
ACM International Conference on Mobile Computing Systems
International Conference on Software Engineering
ACM SIGSOFT Symposium on the Foundations of Software Engineering
IEEE/ACM International Conference on Automated Software Engineering
International Workshop on Dynamic Analysis
ACM SIGPLAN Conference on Programming Language Design and Implementation
ACM Conference on Object-Oriented Programming, Systems, Languages, and Applications
International Symposium on Engineering Secure Software and Systems
International Conference on Systems Security and Privacy Protection
International Symposium on Foundations and Practice of Security
International Conference on Communications and Multimedia Security
International Workshop on Information Security Applications
Innovations in Mobile Privacy and Security
International Symposium on Engineering Secure Software and Systems
Australasian Conference on Information Security and Privacy
USENIX Conference on Web Application Development
ACM International Conference on Measurement and Modeling of Computer Systems
ACM SIGPLAN/SIGOPS International Conference on Virtual Execution Environments
IEEE International Conference on Embedded and Ubiquitous Computing
International Conference on Electrical Engineering and Informatics
Hawaii International Conference on System Science
ACM Symposium on Applied Computing
Technical Reports, Workshop Presentations, Online Documents, etc.

#
7
22
19
20
7
4
6
2
1
2
1
2
1
3
4
1
4
3
3
1
2
2
5
3
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
69
215
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